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Chapter 1
Introduction
The political and military situation in the modern world is characterized by the spread of
dangerous technology to unstable nations and stateless groups, both of whom might act in
unpredictable ways. Furthermore, with the spread of missile technology, hostile nations and
stateless groups even in distant parts of the world pose a significant threat. Therefore, the
ability to deal with rapidly evolving threats and fast-changing situations anywhere in the
world is essential to maintaining security in the foreseeable future.
Current capabilities, mostly developed during the Cold War, were designed for large-
scale warfare against an enemy that uses conventional military tactics, with fixed strategic
assets. However, in the new global environment, these capabilities are inadequate, primarily
because 1) the modern enemy might not have fixed strategic assets 2) the enemy might
use unconventional, unpredictable tactics and 3) current capabilities require a long time to
mobilize and act upon information about new threats, while the ground situation could be
changing by the hour 1
These shortcomings point to the need for new capabilities that can 1) deal with an enemy
that might not have a fixed location and can move quickly and 2) respond quickly and accu-
rately, anywhere in the world - on time-scales of hours, rather than days. The capability to
strike anywhere in the world within such a time-frame currently exists in the form of Inter-
continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) and Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs).
However, these systems were designed to carry unconventional munitions and are therefore
ill-suited to conventional precision strikes. Also, these systems are ballistic, which greatly
1E. M. Grossman, Air Force Proposes New Strike Missile, Military.com, April 8 2006
limits their ability to re-target upon receiving updated information about a mobile target.
Finally, using these systems by simply replacing the nuclear warhead with a conventional
one could lead to misinterpretation and misunderstanding by other nuclear-armed nations.
Therefore another key requirement would be the ability to "geographically separate" this
system from nuclear capabilities 1
Thus there is a need for a weapons system that can carry conventional munitions, carry
out precision strikes anywhere in the world, and have the ability to maneuver and re-target
during flight. One suggestion 1 is to use a long-range land-based system with a maneuverable
re-entry vehicle. Such a system would be separable from nuclear-capable SLBMs. When
given an in-flight target update, the re-entry vehicle would have the ability to maneuver to
its new target. The ability to maneuver also ensures the ability to strike with precision.
This work primarily looks at re-entry vehicles that can maneuver in the atmosphere using
aerodynamic controls.
1.1 Maneuverable Re-Entry Vehicles
Several types of re-entry vehicles have been investigated in the past. Clarke investigated a
"Common Aero Vehicle" (CAV), a re-entry vehicle that departs from a launch vehicle and
returns to Earth with the purpose of delivering weapons, payloads or cargo to a specified
location [1]. The vehicle weighs 1300-2400 lbs when fully loaded with a cross-range maneu-
verability of at least 2400 nautical miles, and re-enters the atmosphere at a speed of 7000 m/s
and at an altitude of about 40 km. The vehicle is also assumed to have lift proportional to
angle of attack, and a drag polar that increases quadratically with lift [1]. The large change
in the drag coefficient and the location of the center of pressure in the transonic regime is
not accounted for.
Other vehicles include the X-33 considered by Ngo and Doman [3], and Mease et. al.
[6]. The X-33 is an autonomous, reusable launch vehicle with two linear aerospike engines
and eight aerodynamic control surfaces: inner and outer elevons, rudders and flaps. At the
beginning of the re-entry phase, the vehicle is traveling at 10,000 ft/s (about 3300 m/s) at
an altitude of 180,000 feet (54,900 m) [3]. The same vehicle is also considered by Saraf et. al.
[7]. Another re-entry vehicle considered (by Bairstow [8]) is the Crew Exploration Vehicle,
which is designed to re-enter the Earth's atmosphere with a crew on board. This vehicle
uses bank angle modulation (and in that sense is similar to the Apollo re-entry vehicles) to
reach a pre-determined landing site [8]. Finally, the Space Shuttle is another re-entry vehicle
which has flown successfully and whose dynamics and guidance schemes are well-understood
[11] [12] [13].
The vehicle considered in this work is significantly different from any of the vehicles
summarized above. This is because the missions that the new vehicle would be required to
fulfill are different from the ones that the X-33, CEV and Shuttle were designed for. The new
vehicle is not required to carry a crew, and is therefore subject to less strict acceleration and
heat constraints than the manned vehicles. It would also be required to carry munitions such
as Earth-penetrating "bunker-busters", which need to be dispensed under more physically
demanding conditions than the structures of these manned vehicles could possibly handle.
Finally, while the Common Aero Vehicle (CAV) is a good candidate, as Clarke states in [1],
"many technical challenges stand between concept and development... [including] designing
a thermal protection system, a propulsion system, a guidance and control system, and a
payload release system." The constraints imposed on the CAV in [1] include a dynamic
pressure constraint of 47 kPa, which corresponds to a speed of about 280 m/s at sea level.
However, Earth-penetrating weapons must typically be able to fly at 1160 m/s at sea level.
Finally, the aerodynamic model used does not account for important hypersonic non-linear
effects, such as the large increase in drag coefficient and the large shift in the center of
pressure in the transonic regime. For this reason, a vehicle that is different from all of the
above is chosen.
The vehicle chosen is one designed by Textron Systems Inc. that is designed to fly at
altitudes of over 72,000 feet and speeds of up to Mach 21 [14]. This vehicle has reaction jets at
its base, close to the center line and also has a movable center-of-mass, which is always kept
at the center of pressure of the vehicle. However, the vehicle used in this work is somewhat
simpler, with a fixed center-of-mass. The aerodynamic characteristics are obtained from
Textron Systems Inc. in the form of tables which give the non-dimensionalized aerodynamic
coefficients as functions of angle-of-attack and Mach number. These tables capture the
important non-linear aerodynamic effects of hypersonic flight, and are presented in greater
detail later. A conceptual drawing of the vehicle is shown below in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1-1: The novel trajectory-shaping reentry vehicle designed by Textron Systems Inc.
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1.2 Mission Design and Parameters
There are two types of missions that the vehicle must be able to perform. These are 1) the
Earth Penetrator mission and 2) the Submunitions deployment mission.
The Earth Penetrator mission requires the vehicle to strike its target at a speed of 3800
ft/s, with a flight path angle of y = -90 deg on level terrain, i.e. the velocity vector must be
perpendicular to the ground at impact. Also, the angle of attack of must be 0 deg, i.e. the
axis of symmetry of the vehicle (the nose of the vehicle) must be aligned with the velocity
vector.
The Submunitions Deployment mission requires the vehicle to end its trajectory at an
altitude of 3 km at a speed of 1300 ft/s, with a flight path angle of 7 = 0 deg. Thus the
vehicle must be flying horizontally so that it can deploy its payload. Figure 1-2 below shows
the two missions.
E
Rage, KR
Figure 1-2: The Earth Penetrator and Submunitions Deployment mission
However, it is not sufficient for the vehicle to simply achieve the two missions described
above. It must also be able to re-target to a different location when an in-flight target update
is received. Therefore we need some measure of how much the vehicle can maneuver, and
how broad an area it can reach. This "reachable" area can be defined by examining the
capabilities and limits of the vehicle - in particular, the terminal points of trajectories that
maximize the downrange, the minimize the uprange, and maximize the crossrange would
be points lying on the outer edge of this region. In general, both in this work as well as
prior work ([7], [3]) this "reachable" region is referred to as the "Footprint" of the vehicle.
The larger the footprint, the greater the ability of the vehicle to re-target to a new target
location. Figure 1.2 illustrates this concept.
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Figure 1-3: The maximum downrange, minimum uprange and the maximum crossrange rep-
resent 3 points on the "Footprint", the outer edge of the region on the ground that can be
reached by the re-entry vehicle
There has been prior work in computing footprints, primarily landing footprints for
manned vehicles with glide capability, such as the Space Shuttle [12] and the X-33 [3].
Jackson [12] and Barrows [13] use energy methods to calculate the footprint capability of
the Shuttle, and use this information to plan for potential landing sites in the event of an
abort. As the detailed analysis in [13] shows, this analysis is based on the assumption that
the flight path angle -y is small. This, together with the "glide" assumption that lift is
approximately the same as the weight (L = W) allows one to write an analytical solution
for the flight path angle as a function of speed, L/D and other variables. However, since the
types of missions being considered in this work involve flight path angles that are not small,
and since the trajectories required to achieve these missions are most likely to be far from the
glide condition, Jackson and Barrows' methods cannot easily be applied here. Vinh [9] also
computes a landing footprint for re-entry vehicles, but uses what is essentially a shooting
method to achieve the terminal conditions - a method which he remarks is "very tedious".
Furthermore, he also uses the assumption of equilibrium glide to solve this complex problem.
Since equilibrium glide is not a valid assumption for the current problem, Vinh's methods
cannot be directly applied.
Ngo and Doman make use of ideas from optimal control theory to derive a footprint
for an X-33 experiencing control effector failures [3]. This analysis also makes use of some
linearizing assumptions, in particular that the flight path angle is close to zero and the
normal acceleration vector is small. Since neither of these two conditions will necessarily
be true for the missions being considered here, Ngo and Doman's analysis cannot easily be
applied either.
Other work on calculating footprints was done by Saraf et. al. [7] making no linearizing
assumptions, but their control laws require the upper bound of the flight path angle be 0
deg, i.e. -Y < 0. This restriction would prevent the vehicle from skipping. As we will see
later, under some initial conditions, the Textron vehicle does indeed skip for some missions.
Therefore the analysis of Saraf et. al. would be too restrictive. Also, the methods presented
in [7] are energy-based methods. The terminal condition on the vehicle is written as an
energy condition, i.e. they incorporate terminal constraints on altitude and speed. However,
there is no easy means by which to include terminal constraints on the flight path angle,
which as we have seen is a mission-critical constraint. Furthermore, the method also relies
on estimating angle-of-attack profiles which may be difficult to do in the case of highly non-
linear aerodynamics. Finally, we will see that the Textron vehicle demonstrates behavior
such as out-of-plane maneuvers which would be hard to reproduce with the approximate
method. For these reasons, the methods presented by Saraf et. al. do not seem to apply to
the vehicle and missions under consideration.
Clearly, the nature of the missions and the aerodynamics of the vehicle are non-linear,
and the non-linear effects are likely to be important. Therefore, any technique used to solve
this problem must be able to handle this non-linear behavior. Non-linear dynamics can be
handled well using methods from Optimal Control [25]. Furthermore, since the computation
of the footprint involves computing extremal quantities such as the maximum downrange,
the minimum uprange and maximum crossrange, Optimal Control methods lend themselves
well to solving this problem.
Prior work in using optimal control methods to design trajectories for systems with non-
linear dynamics has been done by K. P. Bollino and I. M. Ross [4], P. F. Shaffer and I. M.
Ross [5], K. D. Mease et. al. [6], as well as Clarke [1]. In [4], Bollino and Ross showed that
trajectories for a re-entry vehicle with non-linear aerodynamics could be computed efficiently
using pseudospectral methods to solve the Optimal Control problem. This formulation
allowed the authors to incorporate terminal conditions on not just the speed and altitude,
but the flight path angle as well. Shaffer and Ross use the same methods to compute
trajectories for re-entry vehicles experiencing control surface failures [5]. Mease et. al.
compare two methods - one where the angle-of-attack profile is specified and a feasible
trajectory generated for that profile, and another which uses optimal control methods. They
show that optimal control methods allows for greater capability to shape the trajectory, and
is capable of achieving specified terminal conditions (such as the final heading angle) [6].
In this work, we combine the landing footprint concept (similar to the ideas presented
in Saraf [7], Jackson [12]) with the trajectory optimization methods which have been used
successfully by Ross and Bollino [4] and Ross and Shaffer [5]. This allows us to compute
the footprint capability of the Textron vehicle even while accounting for the non-linear
aerodynamics and flight path angle constraints, both of which will play an important role
in the behavior of the vehicle. We will further extend the idea of the "landing footprint" by
defining a "re-entry footprint," which can be seen as the region in the state space at re-entry
("piercepoint") from which a vehicle can reach a given target. This and other concepts will
be explained in greater detail later in the work.
The numerical method used in solving this complex optimal control problem is the
Pseudospectral method as implemented in DIDO, an object-oriented computer program for
solving dynamic optimization problems [15]. Similar pseudospectral methods were used by
Ross and Bollino [4], Ross and Shaffer [5], and Clarke [1]. In general, direct methods such as
collocation [20] and pseudospectral methods [21] have been shown to be more efficient than
other procedures for a wide variety of problems. DIDO is capable of solving smooth and
non-smooth hybrid optimal control problems defined over a time interval that may be fixed
or free [15]. Once the dynamic model of the vehicle is developed, and the optimal control
problem formulated, DIDO will be used to numerically solve the problem. The dynamic
model and the formulation of the optimal control problem are presented in the following
sections.
Chapter
Coordinate Frames
In the formulation of the dynamics of the vehicle, we use the following coordinate frames:
* Earth Centered Inertial Frame (ECI)
* Earth Centered Earth Fixed Frame (ECEF)
* East-Up-South Frame (EUS), also called the Local-Vertical Local-Horizontal Frame
(L)
* Velocity Frame (V)
* Body Frame (B)
2.1 Earth Centered Inertial Frame (ECI)
The Earth-Centered Inertial Frame is a right-handed coordinate frame fixed in inertial space
and centered at the center of the Earth. The x-axis xi points passes through 0 degrees
latitude and 0 degrees longitude at a time t = 0, the z-axis zi points in the direction of the
Earth's rotation, and the y-axis yI = zi x xI completes the right-handed coordinate system.
2.2 Earth Centered Earth Fixed Frame (ECEF)
The Earth Centered Earth Fixed frame is a right handed coordinate frame that is fixed to
the Earth at all times and centered at the center of the Earth. This frame rotates with the
Earth, and is therefore not inertial. The x-axis XE passes through 0 degrees latitude and 0
degrees longitude at all times, the z-axis ZE points in the direction of the Earth's rotation,
and the y-axis YE = ZE X XE completes the right-handed coordinate system.
Figure 2-1: The figure shows the relation between the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame
and the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame
The transformation to go from ECI to ECEF is a straightforward rotation of the ECI axis
about the ZE = zI axis by an angle WEt where WE is the rotation rate of the Earth and t is
the time elapsed since the definition of the ECI frame. In the Earth model used throughout
this work, the rotation rate is assumed to be constant in both magnitude and direction (no
precession or nutation).
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The rotation rate of the ECEF frame with respect to the ECI frame is given by
EW1 = WEZI
2.3 East-Up-South Frame (EUS)
The East-Up-South Frame is a non-inertial frame centered at the position of the center of
mass of the vehicle. The x-axis xL points to the East, the y-axis yL points away from the
center of the Earth and the z-axis ZL = XL X YL points South. The Earth is assumed to be
perfectly spherical.
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Figure 2-2: The figure shows the relation between the Earth-Centered ECEF frame and the
East-Up-South frame
The transformation to go from ECEF to the EUS frame is obtained by first rotating the
ECEF frame about the zE axis by the longitude p, then rotating about the new y-axis by
the latitude A. This frame now has its x-axis pointed in the radially outward direction (from
the center of the Earth), the y-axis pointed East, and the z-axis pointed North. To turn
this Up-East-North frame into the East-Up-South frame, we rotate about the new z-axis by
7r/2, and then about the new x-axis by r. Note that this frame is similar to the North-
East-Down frame that is more commonly used, but with the x-axis in the East direction
(instead of North), and the Up direction defined as positive (instead of Down). The overall
transformation can be written as
0 0
cos 7r sin 7r
- sin 7 cos 7J
cos F/2 sin -/2 0
-sin 7/2 cos T/2 0
0 0 1
cos A
0 1
sin A
- sin A
0
Cos A
cos p sin p 0
-sin p cosp 0
0 0 1
- sin p cos p
coE = COS A Cos Cos A sin p
- cos p sin A - sin A sin p
0
- sin A
- cos A
The rotation rate of the EUS frame with respect to the ECEF frame is given by
L Ax'E
WE = JZE + E
Where x E is the vector obtained from rotating the XE vector about the zE direction by
angle p. Therefore
cos p
XE = sin p
0
- sin p 0
cos p 0
0 1
XE = COS /IXE + sin PYE
Therefore we get
WE = A COS pXE+ A sin PYE + -ZE
TEE
2.4 Velocity Frame (V)
The Velocity frame is a non-inertial frame centered at the position of the center of mass of
the vehicle, and is given by rotating the EUS frame about the -YL axis by the heading angle
b and then about the new ZL axis by the flight path angle 7. Thus the x-axis of the V frame
xv is coincident with the direction of the velocity vector.
The transformation from the EUS frame to the V frame is given by a rotation about the
y-axis by angle 0 followed by a rotation about the z-axis by an angle y.
cos ~ sin 7 0 cos V 0 sin ,
T V =  -sin7 cos7 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 - sin 0 0 cos 1
cos cos -y sin 7 cos 7 sin 1
T v = -cos0 sin' cosy y -sin 7ysin I
- sin V, 0 cos J
The rotation rate of the V frame with respect to the EUS frame is
-LOYL + '/ZV
Since zv = TLZL = TLKTZL = - sin 'XL + COS'OZL,
-YL - ' sin OXL + y COS OZL
2.5 Body Frame (B)
The Body frame is a non-inertial frame centered at the position of the center of mass of the
vehicle and is fixed to the vehicle. The x-axis is coincident with the main axis (the axis of
asymmetry) of the vehicle, while the y-axis and the z-axis are chosen such that they are both
normal to the x-axis and to each other. Since the vehicle is assumed to have axial symmetry,
the exact orientation of the y and z axes in the y-z plane can be chosen arbitrarily, as long
as they remain orthogonal.
The transformation from the V frame to the B frame is given by a rotation about the
y-axis by angle 0 followed by a rotation about the z-axis by an angle 5.
TiV= -sin cos€ 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 -sin0 0 cos
cos 0 cos 0 sin 0 cos 0 sin 0
- sin 8 0 cos 0
The rotation rate of the B frame with respect to the V frame is given by
wv = - Yv + OZB
Since ZB = Tzv = TTZV = - sin xv + cos 0Zv,
wV = - sin OXv - Yv + cos Ozv
The attitude of the body can be written in terms of not just 0 and 0, but in terms of the
aerodynamic angles - the angle of attack a and the lift bank angle a. The angle of attack is
the angle between the axis of symmetry of the vehicle and the velocity vector, i.e. the angle
between XB and xv. For an axially symmetric body, the lift bank angle a is defined by first
finding the plane in which the angle of attack a lies, and then calculating the angle that
plane makes with the xv, Yv plane. If a = 0, then the angle of attack lies in the xv, Yv
plane.
Based on the definitions above, we can relate the aerodynamic angles a and a to the
Euler angles 0 and 4.
COS O = XB.XV
Using the transformation TB , to write xv = cos 0 cos Oxv - sin Oyv - cos q sin Ozv, we
get
cos a = cos 0 cos O (2.1)
To find a, first we find the normal vector to the plane in which a lies. This is given by
XV X XB
n = X XB (2.2)
XV X XB(
We can easily show that
Xv x XB = - cos 9 sin OZB + sin 0yB
Therefore
n --
- sin 0 cos OZB - sin OYB
v/sin 92 + cos 02 sin 02
We can rewrite the n vector in the V frame using the coordinate transformation TBV.
This can be shown to give
- sin 4 cos OZB + sin OyB
Vsin 02 + cos 2 sin 02
sin 0 cos Oyv - sin Ozv
vSin 02 + cos 02 sin ¢2
Next, we see that by definition
n.yv = cos (Fr/2 - a) = sin a
Therefore we can relate a to 0 and 0 by
cos ¢ sin 9
sin c = sin + cos sin2  (2.3)
Equations (2.1) and (2.3) tell us how to compute a and a from 0 and 6. We can rewrite
the equations to get 0 and 0 in terms of a and a. From Equation 2.3 we get
n =
cos2 0 sin 2 0
sin 2 0 + Cos 2 0(1 - cos 2 )
Cos 2 0 - COS2 0 os2 0
1 - Cos 2 0 COS 2 0
= sin2 o
= sin 0T
Using Equation (2.1) we get
COS2 - COS 2 a
= sin 2
1 - cos 2 a
Cos2 0 = COS2 a + sin 2 a sin 2 a
Thus for the angle 0 we get the following relation in terms of a and a
cos 0 = Vcos2  + sin 2 a sin 2 o (2.4)
Now using Equation (2.1), and using the result from Equation (2.4) above, we get for 0
cos 0 =
cos Ca
v/sin 2 a sin 2 a + cos 2 a
(2.5)
Next we will write the angular rotation of the B frame with respect to the V frame in
terms of the angles a, u and their rates 6 and 6. We start by writing the angular velocity
as
B -
WV = -6n - JXV
Using Equation (2.2) for n we get
B
WV
- sin 0 cos Oyv + sin Ozv
V/sin 2 0 + cos 2 0 sin 2 0
----
S2
)
B
WV = Yv + Zv - -XV
sin 2 0 + COS 2 0 Sin 2 V/sin2 0 + COS 2 0 Sin 2 (2.6)
Simplifying the YB term first, we see that the denominator is
/sin 2 0 + cos 2 sin 2  = sin2 0 + os 2 0(1 = - os 2 COS2 0
Using Equation (2.1) we get
V/1 - cos2 os 2 0 = 1 -COS 2 a = sin ca (2.7)
The numerator of the yv term in Equation (2.6) is
sin 0 cos = (- COS2 0) Cos2 = Cos2- cos o = sin2 sin2 u = sin a sin a (2.8)
where we have used the result from Equation (2.4) for cos 0.
Next we look at the zv term in Equation (2.6). Since this term has a sin 0 in it, we first
write sin 0 in terms of a and uo
sin o = 1- os 2 -OS 2cz - sin2 a sin 2 = sin ca cos o (2.9)
Using Equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), together with Equation (2.4), in Equation (2.6)
we get
BWV = -6 sin UYv + 6 COS (TZV - U XV (2.10)
-6 sin 0 cos 6 & sin
Chapter 3
Dynamics
3.1 4 Degrees-Of-Freedom Rotating Earth Model
The motion of the re-entry vehicle is modeled as a standard 3-DOF system with a quadratic
lag in the control system. The states of the basic 3-DOF system are the radius (distance
from the center of the Earth) r, the longitude p, the latitude A, the speed V, the flight
path angle 'y and the heading angle 0. The controls for a standard 3-DOF system would
be the angle of attack a and the lift vector direction a. However, since a quadratic lag is
assumed in the control system, the actual controls are the commanded angle of attack a,
and the commanded lift vector direction a,. The actual angle of attack a, and the lift vector
direction a, as well as the rates of change of these two quantities 3 = 6 and T = u are
considered states. Thus we have a 4-DOF system with 8 states in total.
The rotation of the Earth is an important factor when designing a trajectory, particularly
if the trajectory is of long duration. For instance, if a trajectory is 15 minutes long, the Earth
would have rotated 2.5 degrees during that time - a difference of almost 280 km. Therefore
the rotation of the Earth needs to be considered. Furthermore, the sphericity of the Earth
must also be accounted for, particularly if the distances traversed are of the comparable
order of magnitude as the mean radius of the Earth (6378.1 km).
Taking into account all these factors, we get the following 4-DOF system, which is similar
to the models used in similar work, such as Ross and Bollino [4].
r = V sin 7
V cos 0 cos 7
r cos A
V cos7 sinO
r
* DV = -- g sin7
m
+ Q2r cos A (sin 7 cos A - cos 7 sin A sin )
L cos a V g
MV = v cos 7 (3.1)+ r V
Q 2 r
+ 2Q cos A cos + V cos A (cos 7 cos A + sin ~ sin A sin )
L sin a V
= __ - - cos 7 cos O tan A
mV cos y r
Q2r
+ 2Q (tan 7 cos A sin - sin A) - sin y cos A cos'
V cos
Q is the rotation rate of the Earth, 7.2921150000e-05 rad/s. L is the lift (defined as the
total aerodynamic force acting normal to the velocity vector), D is the drag (defined as the
total aerodynamic force acting parallel to the velocity vector), m is the mass of the vehicle,
( and w are parameters that together define the characteristics of the second-order lag.
The aerodynamic forces on the vehicle are the lift L and the drag D, which in general
can be written as
L = 2p(x,y,z)V2 CL(a, M)S
D = 2p(x, y, z)V 2CD(a, M)S
CL is the lift coefficient and CD is the drag coefficient, and are both functions of the
angle of attack a and the Mach number M. S the reference area is a property of the vehicle.
p is the atmospheric density, and is in general a function of position, particularly altitude.
Although p is also a function of time (for instance, the time of day, season and year), it is
assumed to be a constant for the duration of the trajectories being considered. In general,
the actual density on any given day and at any given time will deviate from its predicted
value even with the best atmospheric models, but these small deviations (which may be
considered as noise) are also ignored.
3.1.1 Singularity
Note that the equation for the heading angle (0) has a singularity at y = ., because one of
the terms in right side of the expression for , is Lsina
mV cos y
This singularity can be handled by constraining a = 0 in the terminal stages. Physically,
this means that the lift vector must stay in the yv, xv plane in the V frame. Setting a = 0
does not directly effect the right-hand side of , ft, A and V in Equations 3.1, but the
expressions for the other states simplify as follows:
7 = IV +( cos7mV r V Cs-
Q2 r
+ 22 cos A cos + V cos A (cos y cos A + sin y sin A sin 4) (3.2)V
= -- cos 7 cos tan A
r 2r
+ 2Q (tan 7 cos A sin - sin A) - cos sin cos A cosV cos -Y
r =0
Note that despite fixing a to 0, the heading angle might change because of the natural
curvature and rotation of the Earth.
However, it is unphysical for the system to have discontinuous states or rates of change.
Therefore the following continuity conditions must be imposed between the first phase (when
cr is not constrained to be 0, and the motion is governed by Equations (3.1)) and the second
phase (when o = 0 and the motion is governed by Equations (3.2)). The continuity conditions
required to ensure that the model is physical are:
TI1f ['2i
rl f = r2i
1 1f 1'2i
1 lf = t2i
Alf =2i
Alf = A
Vif = V2i
Vlf = V2i
71f = 2i
71 f = Y2i
1 f -= 02i
lf = 2 i
Ctlf = 2i
alf = 62i
07If O2i = 0
i;f -= 2i = 0
Xlf is the final value of state x at the end of the first phase, and x 2i is the initial value
of the state x at the beginning of the second phase, and so on.
3.2 4 Degrees-of-Freedom Spherical Earth Model
When the flight time associated with a trajectory is small enough for the rotation of the
Earth to be ignored, the 4-DOF rotating Earth model can be greatly simplified by letting
the rotation rate of the Earth Q = 0. This can be done because the Coriolis acceleration is
typically of the order 10-3g [9]. Several terms on the right hand side of Equations (3.1) can
be ignored and the dynamics simply as shown below.
r = Vsin 7
V cos ' cos 7
r cos A
V cos sin
V = - gsin7 (3.3)
L cos a V g
= + cos7
mV r V
L sin a V
= -cos 7 cos b tan A
mV cos y r
6=3
T -2(w-W 2 (0,-u)
The model derived here is essentially the same as used by Lianghui et. al. in [16], with
additional states due to the quadratic lag that has been built into the control system. Note
that this model has the same singularity as in Equations (3.1) but this singularity can be
handled in exactly the same way as in the rotating Earth case. The resulting model would
look exactly like Equations (3.2) with Q = 0.
3.3 4 Degrees-of-Freedom Flat Earth Model
Examining the spherical Earth model in Equations (3.3), we see that the model simplifies
significantly when the radius of the Earth is much greater than the distances traveled by the
vehicle in its trajectory, i.e. the Earth can be treated as being flat.
We derive the flat-Earth model by setting r = Re + h, where Re is the radius of the Earth
and h is the height above the surface of the Earth, i.e. the altitude [9]. The equations for
the states thus become
h = Vsiny
V cos ' cos
(Re + h) cos A
= Vcos sinO
Re + h
D
..... - g sin
L cos a V g)
mV Re + h V C
L sin a V
- s -- cos 7 cos 0 tan A
mnV cos y Re + h
T - 2 - L,2 (0,' - 7)
Assuming flat Earth essentially means assuming that Re >> h, and so we replace all
instances of Re + h by Re.
h = Vsin ,
V cos I cos 7
(Re) cos A
V= cos ysinV
Re
*) DV --- gsin Y
m
L cos a V V g'
mV Re V Cos
L sin a V
- cos y cos 0 tan A
mV cos - Re
+ = -2(w - w 2 (0 - a)
The downrange distance traveled is RAp, where Rx is the radius of the circle defined by a
latitude A. Therefore RA = Re cos A. The crossrange distance traveled is ReA (note that there
is no additional cos p term because longitudes are defined as great circles while latitudes are
defined as being parallel to the equator). Thus setting x = Repcos A and z = ReA, and
h = y, we get
x = Vcososcos
y = V sin7
= V cos sinO
D
V --- gsin7y
m.
L cos a V g
mV Re V Cos
L sin a V
S= - - cos 7 cosO tan A
mV cos y Re
T = -2(WT - 2 (Uc )
Finally, when we let Re - oc, we see that several terms drop out and we get the flat
Earth model [9].
± = VcosOcos7
y = Vsiny
= VcosYsin V
D
-- 
- gsin
m
L cos a 9
7 = V + -- cos y
mV V
L sin a
nV cos 2
/ = -2(w43--W2( c )
ST
T = -2wr - w2 (-
3.3.1 Singularity
The equation for the heading angle (') still has the singularity at ~ = ), due to the term
L sin a
mV cos y
We deal with this singularity the same way as before - by constraining a = 0 in the
terminal stages. Thus the equations of motion in the flat Earth case at the terminal phase
of the trajectory reduce to
S= Vcos ~cos 
= V sin y
z = V sin 0o cos '
D
V -- -gsin-
m
L g cos 7x/
(3.5)
m V
(3.4)
== - 2( _ C (a, _ a)
T0
Note that in the flat Earth case, setting a = also constrains the heading angle 0 to
remain constant, /o. The continuity conditions are the same as presented in the rotating
Earth case, with the additional constraint that
1f
o'ij
= 02i = 0
= 02i = 0
3.4 3 Degrees-of-Freedom Flat Earth Model
The equations of motion of the vehicle can be simplified if no lag is assumed between the
commanded angle of attack a, and the actual angle of attack a, as well as the commanded
lift vector direction a, and the actual lift vector direction u. This eliminates the four states
a, 0, 7 and a and replaces the controls ac and a, by a and a. The resulting simplified
3-DOF system is shown below.
= Vcos~ 7cos 7
y = Vsin ,cosy
z = V sin y
D
.V = g sin (3.6)
L cos a g cos
mV V
L sin o
rnV cosy
This model has the same singularity as in the 4-DOF models, and it can be dealt with in
exactly the same way as before. Thus the equations of motion and continuity conditions for
the second phase of the trajectory would be the same as Equations (3.5), but without the
states a, 0, a and 7 and with a and a as the controls instead of ac and ac. Note that this
simplified model derived here is the same as those used in previous work by Lu et. al. [17].
Chapter 4
Vehicle
The vehicle being considered is a hypersonic aerodynamic vehicle with a reaction control
system. The geometry of the vehicle has three major parts - a front cone, a cylinder in the
middle, and the frustum of a cone at the rear. The most important feature of this vehicle
is that it has high drag, with a maximum LID of less than 1 [14]. Thus the vehicle loses
speed rapidly upon atmospheric re-entry, a feature that will have important implications for
the resulting trajectories. The vehicle also has limits on the maximum stagnation point heat
rate, and the maximum G-load. Furthermore, the vehicle's control system has response time
constraints and angle of attack constraints. These properties are presented in this section.
4.1 Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic characteristics of this vehicle are defined by the coefficient of the normal
force (CN) and the coefficient of the axial force (Cx). Also important is the center of pressure
(Cp) which defines the point where the aerodynamic forces act. All three coefficients are
defined as follows:
N
CN =
qS
Cx = (4.1)
qS
CPP
qLS
Where q = lpv2 is the dynamic pressure, S is the reference area, and L is the reference
length. Reference [23] gives the values of S and L for this particular vehicle, and also presents
Cx, C and Cp as tables, with Mach number M (and thus speed) and angle of attack a as
the independent variables. These tables are reproduced below.
Mach / a 0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 30.0
0.0 -1.0663 -1.0663 -1.0532 -1.0120 -0.9950 -1.0900
1.0 -1.0663 -1.0663 -1.0532 -1.0120 -0.9950 -1.0900
1.2 -1.0663 -1.0663 -1.0532 -1.0120 -0.9950 -1.0900
1.5 -1.0663 -1.0663 -1.0532 -1.0120 -0.9950 -1.0900
2.0 -1.0663 -1.0663 -1.0532 -1.0120 -0.9950 -1.0900
3.0 -0.7950 -0.7950 -0.7904 -0.7791 -0.7970 -0.9694
4.0 -0.6803 -0.6803 -0.6795 -0.6811 -0.7135 -0.9694
5.0 -0.5656 -0.5656 -0.5686 -0.5831 -0.6300 -0.9694
8.0 -0.4455 -0.4455 -0.4531 -0.4842 -0.6000 -0.9694
10.0 -0.4095 -0.4095 -0.4185 -0.4552 -0.6000 -0.9694
12.5 -0.3914 -0.3914 -0.4012 -0.4410 -0.6000 -0.9694
15.0 -0.3732 -0.3732 -0.3839 -0.4267 -0.6000 -0.9694
20.0 -0.3634 -0.3634 -0.3748 -0.4211 -0.6000 -0.9694
25.0 -0.3634 -0.3634 -0.3748 -0.4211 -0.6000 -0.9694
Table 4.1: The axial force coefficient Cx as a function of angle of attack and Mach number
Mach / a 0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 30.0
0.0 0.0 .0837 .4283 .8837 1.5 3.11
1.0 0.0 .0837 .4283 .8837 1.5 3.11
1.2 0.0 .0837 .4283 .8837 1.5 3.11
1.5 0.0 .0837 .4283 .8837 1.5 3.11
2.0 0.0 .0837 .4283 .8837 1.5 3.11
3.0 0.0 .0887 .4510 .9414 1.5 3.11
4.0 0.0 .0882 .4455 .9224 1.5 3.11
5.0 0.0 .0877 .4399 .9034 1.5 3.11
8.0 0.0 .0855 .4247 .8632 1.5 3.11
10.0 0.0 .0846 .4189 .8491 1.5 3.11
12.5 0.0 .0841 .4151 .9409 1.5 3.11
15.0 0.0 .0835 .4113 .8327 1.5 3.11
20.0 0.0 .0830 .4080 .8225 1.5 3.11
25.0 0.0 .0830 .4080 .8225 1.5 3.11
Table 4.2: The normal force coefficient CN as a function of angle of attack and Mach number
Mach / a 0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 30.0
0.0 2.396 2.396 2.412 2.249 2.546 2.736
1.0 2.396 2.396 2.412 2.249 2.546 2.736
1.2 2.396 2.396 2.412 2.249 2.546 2.736
1.5 2.396 2.396 2.412 2.249 2.546 2.736
2.0 2.396 2.396 2.412 2.249 2.546 2.736
3.0 2.483 2.483 2.496 2.532 2.679 2.736
4.0 2.508 2.508 2.516 2.550 2.684 2.736
5.0 2.534 2.534 2.536 2.569 2.689 2.736
8.0 2.551 2.551 2.542 2.571 2.689 2.736
10.0 2.551 2.551 2.540 2.569 2.689 2.736
12.5 2.551 2.551 2.537 2.568 2.689 2.736
15.0 2.550 2.550 2.534 2.565 2.689 2.736
20.0 2.550 2.550 2.531 2.559 2.689 2.736
25.0 2.550 2.550 2.531 2.559 2.689 2.736
Table 4.3: The center of pressure Cp as a function of angle of attack and Mach number.
The reference length is 18.84 inches, while the length of the vehicle is 80.1 inches
In order to make computations easier, the aerodynamic tables from [23] are approximated
with analytical functions, and some coefficients in the functions are chosen to match the table
data. The functions chosen for each coefficient is shown below:
CN = aNC+ bNV + CN
Cx = axe - bx(v - cx) + dx (4.2)
ap
C = + Cp(1 + e-/c+bp)
The coefficients aN, bN, CN, ax, bx, Cx, dx, ap, bp, Cp are all determined by using the
method of least-squares to find the best fit to the table data from [23]. c is the speed of
sound, approximated as being a constant 330 m/s.
From these coefficients, we can calculate the lift coefficient CL and the drag coefficient
CD:
CL -Cx sina + C N cos a
CD = Cxcos + CNsin a (4.3)
Some features of the vehicle are apparent from the functions chosen above - the center
of pressure, for instance, is similar to a smoothed Heaviside step function with a "step" at
AlM = 1, which is to be expected since the center of pressure moves significantly between
subsonic and supersonic flight regimes. Similarly, the axial force coefficient Cx shows a large
increase in the transonic region, as one would expect.
Also note that the axial force coefficient does not show much increase as angle of attack
increases, but decreases with increasing Mach number. This does not mean that the axial
force itself is decreasing - but the decrease in Cx is due to the fact that the dynamic pressure
q increases quadratically with speed. Thus a decreasing Cx shows that the increase in the
axial force is slower than quadratic.
The plots below show the normal force coefficient CN, the axial force coefficient Cx and
the center of pressure Cp as functions of Angle of Attack a and Mach Number M.
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4.2 Constraints
The primary physical constraints on the vehicle are the stagnation point heat rate, the
G-load, the maximum angle of attack and the control system response time.
4.2.1 Stagnation Point Heat Rate
The vehicle cannot sustain an indefinite amount of aerodynamic heating. This is expressed
as a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate of the vehicle, . The relation between
the air density, speed and heat rate is given in [24] as:
17600( ) ( 0."5 
()3.15
rn PO Uc
Where v is the speed of a circular orbit at zero altitude (7.9 km/s), r, is the radius
of curvature of the nose, p the atmospheric density and po the atmospheric density at sea
level. This stagnation point heat-rate must be less than the limit, written here as 4~ax. For
this vehicle the limit arbitrarily was chosen to be imax = 23 Btu/s/ft 2. The constraint can
therefore be written as
17600 )0.5 0)5 ( 3.1517600 < 4max (4.4)
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4.2.2 G-Load
The maximum G-load limit that the vehicle can sustain is given as 60gs. However, an
additional safety margin is introduced and the G-load is limited to be 55gs. The G-load
is defined as the total non-gravitational forces acting on the vehicle, in this case the total
aerodynamic force vL 2 + D 2. Therefore the G-load constraint can be written as
/L 2 + D 2 < Fmax
Where Fax = 55 x g x m and m is the mass of the vehicle.
Although in this work we use the total G-loading, it is entirely possible that the different
components of the G-load have different constraints. For example, the vehicle might be
stronger in the axial direction than in the lateral direction. Therefore it is conceivable that
there could be situations in which specific components of the G-load in the body frame
can be constrained separately. One of the big advantages of using direct methods to solve
optimization problems is the ease with which these new constraints can be added [15].
4.2.3 Angle of Attack
The maximum angle of attack the vehicle can achieve is given by Textron [23] as amax = 10
deg. Therefore the constraint on the control as well the actual angle-of-attack (which is a
state) can be written as
-10 deg < ac < 10 deg
-10 deg < a < 10 deg
These limits on the angle of attack could arise from several physical reasons. The first is
the stall limit - all aerodynamic surfaces are unable to generate lift beyond a certain angle of
attack, and 10 deg could be this limit. Another reason could be because of the limits on the
reaction control system. The vehicle is statically stable for most of its flight, so any non-zero
angle-of-attack induces a restoring moment to bring the vehicle back to 0 deg. The greater
the dynamic pressure of the air flow around the vehicle, the greater this restoring moment.
And the greater the angle-of-attack, the greater the restoring moment. To hold the vehicle
at a non-zero angle of attack, the vehicle would have to use its reaction control thrusters to
compensate for this restoring moment. But the thrust available is limited, and therefore the
maximum angle-of-attack the vehicle can be held at is also limited. In general this maximum
angle-of-attack is a function of the dynamic pressure, but the model used here simplifies it
to a constant.
4.2.4 Response Time
Note that in defining the quadratic lag between the commanded angle of attack ac and the
actual angle of attack a, two parameters were used: w and (. The quadratic lag in the
control system from Equations 3.1 are reproduced below:
67 = 7
= -2(wF3-FW 2 (07-a)
d = T
By balancing the moments on the vehicle [23], we can show that
2 CNqcAbLs (45)
It (4.5)I
Where CNa is the partial derivative of the normal force coefficient CN with respect to
the angle-of-attack, q, is the dynamic pressure, Ab is the vehicle reference area, Lsm is
the vehicle static margin, and I the lateral moment of inertia. Note that since we have an
aerodynamic model for CN in Equations (4.2) we can see that CNa = aN. Also, the static
margin L,,m is given by L,,m = Lref(CM - Cp) where Cp is the center of pressure, CM is the
center of mass, and L,,f is the reference length used in defining Cp and CA. The reference
area Ab and the inertia I are given in [14]. For (, we use ( = 0.7 as a realistic value.
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Chapter 5
The Optimal Control Problem
The previous two sections have established the basic dynamics of the re-entry vehicle, and
the properties that determine the relation between the controls and the states. Any of the
models presented in Equations 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 can be written in the form
x = f(x, u) (5.1)
The exact form of f depends on the model used. For the rotating Earth and spher-
ical Earth models, the states are x = [r, p, A, , , a, /, u, -r] (radius, longitude, lati-
tude, speed, flight path angle, heading angle, angle-of-attack, rate of angle-of-attack, lift
direction angle, rate of lift direction angle). For the flat Earth model, the states are
x = [Z, y, z,, y, , c, T , 7] (downrange, altitude, crossrange, speed, flight path angle, head-
ing angle, angle-of-attack, rate of angle-of-attack, lift direction angle, rate of lift direction
angle). The controls u are u = [ac, ac] (commanded angle-of-attack and commanded lift
direction angle) in the 4-DOF models, and u = [aa] in the 3-DOF model. The function f
incorporates both the kinematics and the aerodynamic models.
Besides the dynamics as given in Equation 5.1, we have both initial and terminal con-
ditions on the state vector x. The initial conditions are on the position (x, y and z in the
flat Earth case, and r, p and A in the spherical/rotating Earth cases) and velocity (v, 7
and 0). The terminal conditions are on the angle-of-attack a, the speed v (1300 ft/s in the
submunitions case, and 3800 ft/s in the Earth penetrator case) and flight path angle y (-90
deg in the Earth penetrator case, 0 deg in the submunitions case). Additional constraints
on the heading angle and the terminal position will be placed in specific cases that will be
discussed later.
We also have path constraints that the vehicle must satisfy at all times. In our case,
these are the G-loading and the stagnation point heat rate. In general, we can write these
as
c(x, u, t) < Cmax
The dynamics and the boundary conditions are not sufficient to determine a unique
solution to the control history [25]. To be able to find a unique solution, we introduce
a "cost function" J that we minimize while meeting all the boundary conditions and the
dynamic conditions. This cost function can be the final downrange distance (which we can
maximize or minimize), the final out-of-plane angle, or the control commanded integrated
over time.
In general the cost function to be minimized is written as
J = h(x, tf) + g(x, u, t)dt
Where hf(xr, tf) is the part of the cost that depends only on the terminal states (such as
final downrange or final out-of-plane angle) and g(x, u, t) is the part of the cost that depends
on the entire state and control history (such as total commanded control).
Thus the general optimal control problem can be written as
minJ = hf(xf, tf) + f g(x, u,t)dt
Subject to the dynamic constraints
x = f(x, u)
And the path constraints
C(X, u, t) 0 Cmax
And the boundary conditions
x(tf)
x(ti)
= Xf
= xi
(5.2)
(5.3)
In optimal control theory, we solve this problem analytically by introducing the co-state
vector p, which has the same size as the state vector x, and write the Hamiltonian as
H = g + pTx
Then we can write the necessary conditions for the optimal solution [25] as
k = Hp (5.4)
(5.5)
And the control history u(t) is given by Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [25]
u(t) = arg maxuH (5.6)
It can also be shown [25] that in addition to the boundary conditions on the states, the
boundary conditions on the co-states are given by
Pi(tf) = - (tf) (5.7)
Where ht is the terminal cost.
The above condition holds for any costate pi associated with a state if zx(tf) is free (i.e.
there is no terminal condition on the state). There is no terminal constraint on the costate
if xi(tf) is fixed.
In the next two sections, we apply these general results to the re-entry vehicle problem,
using the very simple 3-DOF flat Earth model. As we will see, the simple conditions presented
above become very complicated when applied to even this simple model.
5.1 Hamiltonian and Necessary Conditions
Applying the first set of necessary conditions (Equation 5.4) to the simplified 3-DOF flat
Earth model given in Equations (3.6), we get the following Hamiltonian:
H = g(x,t) + plvcosscos +p2!Vsin cos-/+ p3vsin7 -p4 D
(5.8)
-P49 in + 5 L cos - P5Cos L sin a
-
4gi my vP mV cos ~y
Where the costate vector is given by p = [P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P61]. The integrated path cost
g(x, t) also appears in the Hamiltonian. Applying the first set of necessary conditions as in
Equation (5.4), we get the system dynamics back:
x = Vcos cos7
y = Vsin7
z = V sin cos 7y
D
V -- - g sin 7
m
L cos a g cos 7, =
(5.9)
mV
L sin a
mV cos V
Applying the second set of necessary conditions (Equation 5.5) for the dynamics of the
co-states, we get the following set of differential equations:
-OD/Oy cos aL/8y4- P- +
my
sin oOL/Oy
+ P6
my cos 7
Og
Ox
Og
Oy
8g
Oz
--
ag9 D/OvP4 -- P1 COS ) COS / + p2 sin cos 7 + P3 sin 7 - p4
cos aoL/av L cos a g cos + sin aL/v (5+P5 
- p5 2 -P5 2 -P6 (5.10)my my 2  v 2  mv cos
L sin a
-P6
-P6rmv2 cos
agP5 = + -piv cos i s n p2V sin V7 sin 7 + P3v COS 7 - P4g COS 7
g sin - L sin a sec 7 tan 7
+P5 -- -+P6
v myV
Og
P6 -lY sin cos 7 + P 2v cos '0 cos 3
Note that there a number of partial derivatives to be evaluated in Equations (5.10).
Setting aside the cost function partials, we first compute ,L o ,L . We evaluate these
by first writing
L = -pV2SCL2
D = 2I p2SCD (5.11)
Equations 5.11 are just the definitions of lift and drag. Next, taking partial derivatives
of these Equations with respect to altitude, we get
AL 1 Op 2
ay -V2SCL9y 2 (y
D p2SCD (5.12)
Oy 2 ay
Taking the partials with respect to the speed, we get
OL 1 2 aCL
v - pv + pvSCL
aD 1 aCD
v -- p9 V2S + PVSCD (5.13)dy 2 8v
Using the exponential model for the atmosphere, p = poe - y/H (with H = 7.1 km for the
Earth [22]), we get for Equations (5.12)
DL 1 2 L
S- pV2SCL =Dy 2H H
D 
-
-pv2SCD
Dy 2H
D
H (5.14)
Also, we know that CL and CD can be written in terms of CN and Cx, which in turn are
functions of angle of attack a and Mach number Al
CL = CN cos a - Cx sin a
CD = CNsin a +Cxcos a (5.15)
CN = aNa+ bN v+ CN
Cx = axe-bx (v-cx) + dx (5.16)
Using these expressions to compute f- and &CD in Equations (5.13),
DCN
-- COS a -
Dv
sCx .
-- sin a = bN cos a + bxCx sin a
By
DCN. CX
- sin a + cos a = bN sin a - bxCx cos a
Dv Dv
(5.17)
Equations (5.17), together with Equations (5.13) give us the expressions for oL and .D
67
DCL0'1
OCD
Dv
5.2 The Maximum Principle and the Controls
Next, we have to determine the control to be applied as a function of the states and co-states,
as derived using Pontryagin's Maximum Principle in Equation (5.6). To do this, we first have
the write the Hamiltonian in a form that makes the controls a and a explicit. From looking
the Hamiltonian in Equation (5.8) we see that H is already explicitly written as a function
of U. We can make this more explicit by rewriting H as
H = 1 + B2 sin a + B3 cOS a + g(x, c, a, t) (5.18)
p4 D . p5g cos 7B1  = pIv cos b cos 7 + P2v sin 0 cos 7 + p 3v sin -y - p 4 sin - COS
m, v
p6L
my cos y
psL
mTv
In Equation 2.3, we have made the dependence of g on a and a explicit. Thus exact
form of H as a function of a depends on the specific path cost function g(x, a, a, t) being
considered.
Next we have to write H as an explicit function of a. Using Equations (5.16) in Equations
(5.15), we get
CL = (aNa + bNv + cN) COS a- (axe- bx (v- c x ) + dx) sin a
CD (aNa + bNv + CN) sin a + (axe- bx(v - cx) + dx) cos a (5.19)
Using Equations (5.19) in Equations (5.11), together with the assumption that atmospheric
density is an exponential function of altitude p = poe - /H, we get
1 1L = -Poey/Hv 2S(aNa + bNv + CN) COS a - poeY/H v 2 S(axe-bx(v-cx) + dx) sin a
2 2
1 1
D = poe-y/Hv 2S(aNa + bNv + CN) sin a + 1poe-Y/IH 2S(axe-bx(v-cx) + dx) cos a2 2
Rewriting the above expressions we get
L = (poe-y/H7 2 SaN) aCOS a + ( -poe-y/Hv3 SbN + poe-y/H 2SCN) COS a
+ (-iPoe-Y/Hv2Saxe-bx(v-cx) _ lpoe-y/Hv2Sdx) sina
D = (poe-y/Hv 2 SaN) asin a + ( poe-Y/Hv 3 SbN + Poe-Y/Hv 2ScN) sin a
+ ( poe-y/H 2 Saxe-bx(v-cx) + poe-y/HV2 Sdx) cos a
We simplify the above by defining
1
C 1 = - oe-Y/HV 2 SaN2
1 1
C 2 = -poe - y H v 3 SbN + Poe-y/H v 2 SCN2 2
1 1
C3 - P02SaX -bx(v-cx) + poe-Sy/H V2 Sdx2 2
In terms of these new quantities, we can write L and D as
L = C1acosa+C 2 cos a - C3sin a
D = Clasina+C 2 sina +C 3 cosa
Using these expressions for L and D in Equation (5.8) for H, we get the the Hamiltonian
as an explicit function of a
H = C1 + C 2a cos a + C3a sin a + COS a + C5 sin a + g(x, a, o, t)
C1 = plvcos cos + p 2vsin V
C2 C PCO s C1 P6 sin a
~= C- - -C1~my
-C1-
m
C4  (C25 COS r
_4y
mLv cos y
cos y
cos 7 + P3V sin -p 4g sin 7 - p5
v
+ C 2p6 sin or C3P4
my cosy m)
5 24 C 3P5 COs C3 P6 sinM I MV IRV C O S
m m' mv cos y
1
C1 
-poe-Y/Hv 2 SaN2
1 1
C 2  po -Y/Hv 3 SbN + poe -y/H 2 SCN2 2
C3  Poe-y/H v 2Saxe -bx(v-cx) + pge-U/Hv2Sdx2 2
Again, Equation 5.20 shows that H depends on the specific path cost function g(x, a, a, t).
(5.20)
5.3 Solution Methods
In the two sections above, we have seen the Equations that need to be solved for the re-entry
problem. The system given by Equations 5.9 and 5.10 needs to be solved with the controls
given by minimizing Equations 5.18 and 5.20 respectively. Clearly, the system is extremely
complicated with boundary conditions at both the initial and terminal times. An analytical
solution in this case is not possible. A numerical solution to the system of Equations 5.9
and 5.10 involves solving a boundary-value problem that has 12 variables - twice the original
system. Such methods are called "Indirect Methods" [18]. Since solving boundary-value
problems is well-understood, we first show that it is possible to numerically solve Equations
5.9 and 5.10 given boundary conditions. Then, we will turn to "Direct Methods" which are
much simpler to implement, especially with highly constrained systems.
5.3.1 Indirect Method
The problem we first solve is the simplest one - an Earth Penetrator trajectory with a flat
Earth model with no out-of-plane maneuvers, i.e. lift direction angle a = 0 and heading
angle , = 0 at all times. This implies that the crossrange z = 0 at all times. Similarly,
the co-states associated with z and V), P3 and P6 respectively, can be set to zero. Thus the
model given in Equations 5.9 and 5.10 simplifies further, with essentially four states and
four co-states. The initial conditions are chosen to be xi = 0 km, yi = 100 km, vi = 23000
ft/s, 7i = -13 deg. The terminal conditions are yf = 0 km, vf = 3800 ft/s, f -- 80 deg.
For the sake of simplicity, we set the terminal time to be fixed at 66 seconds. The terminal
angle-of-attack af is unconstrained. For this problem, the cost will be defined as
J = j a 2dt
Using g(x, a, a, t) = C 2 in Equation 5.20, we see that the Hamiltonian is
H = C 1 + QCa cos C + C3a sin a + C4 Cos a C5 sin a + 2  (5.21)
Where C 1, C2 , C 3, C 4, C5 are all as given in Equation 5.20. The control a at any time is
that value of a which minimizes H.
Using the fact that z = 0, = 0, 0, p3 = 0 and P6 = 0, Equations 5.9 for the states
becomes
S= V cos 7
j = Vsiny
D
V = --- gsin7 (5.22)
L g cos
mV V
And Equations 5.10 for the co-states become
=0
OD/Oy cos aoL/Oy
P52 -p- + 5 -
m my
P4 pi COS V) COS + p2 sin cos -p 4 D/
m
cos a8L/8v L cos a g cos /
+P5 - Ps o P5 2
my mv v
5 = -plvcos sin -p 2v Sin' sin 7 - P49 cos
g sin 7+P5 -
(5.23)
Where a is given by
a = argmin (C 1 + C 2 a COS a + C 3 a sin a + C 4 COS + C 5 sin a + a 2 ) (5.24)
Since the system shown above has 8 states (x, y, z, 'v, , P,P2, P3,P4), 8 boundary condi-
tions are needed to find a unique solution. These boundary conditions are
xi = 0
= 100km
vi = 23000ft/s
'i = -13deg
Plf= 0
yf = Okm
if = 3800ft/s
Yf = -80deg
(5.25)
Equations 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 together provide a complete set of differential equations
and boundary conditions that can now be solved numerically.
The variables in the problem have very different orders of magnitude - for instance, the
downrange is of the order of several hundreds of kilometers (of order 105 meters) while the
speed is of the order of thousands of meters per second (of order 103 m/s) and the flight
path angle is of the order of radians (of order 100 radians). Since such large variations in
the orders of magnitude tend to greatly increase the computation time (or maybe even make
the problem numerically infeasible [15]), standard SI units are not used. Instead, all the
variables are scaled to roughly be of order 1. The length scale for the problem is chosen to
be 400 km and the time scale 60 seconds. The speeds are therefore scaled to be of order
400000/60 m/s = 6666.67 m/s. Angles are not scaled, since angles measured in radians are
already of order 1.
Another issue to be considered is the solving for a in Equation 5.24. The most obvious
way to solve for a is to take the derivative and set it to zero. However, we find that when
this is done, getting a requires solving a transcendental equation. Since this cannot be
done analytically, we must either use a numerical minimization method or an approximate
method. Here, we first choose to use an approximate method. At each time step, a quadratic
polynomial is fit to the Hamiltonian. The minimum of this quadratic polynomial is then
easily computed and used as the control at that time step. While this is an approximation,
it will be shown later that the approximation is very good.
With this scaling and controls, we solve the system of differential equations with boundary
conditions using the MATLAB utility bvp4c, which solves boundary-value problems using
a collocation technique. The solution for the states and co-states in scaled variables is
shown below in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. De-scaling the variables and plotting the altitude and
downrange, we see the shape of the trajectory in Figure 5-3. The trajectory shows that the
vehicle lofts itself to stay at high altitudes (and therefore not lose too much speed), and then
turns towards the ground to reach its terminal flight path angle constraint. These features
will be discussed in detail later - here we only wish to illustrate the Indirect Method for
solving the optimal control problem.
Finally, in Figure 5-4 we compare the Hamiltonian to its quadratic approximation using
the states at one point in the trajectory. At the time step shown, the actual minimum is
at ca = 6.41 deg while the minimum for the quadratic approximation is at a = 6.47 deg.
The difference is small, but not negligible. When a numerical minimization method is used
to find, a run times increase from about 5 seconds (for the quadratic approximation) to
several hours. Thus the quadratic approximation has significant error, but trying to find
the actual minimum greatly increases the computational power required. Furthermore, if
additional controls were added (such as a for instance) and additional states added (for out-
of-plane motion or for control system delays), the size of the system of differential equations
rapidly grows. As seen before, the full system has 16 states and co-states and 2 control
variables. When the rotation and curvature of the Earth are added, the dynamics become
more complex. In addition, it was found while solving the problem that Indirect Methods
are very sensitive to the initial guess provided to the boundary-value problem solver [18].
With a bad initial guess, the solver might not find a solution even if one exists. Furthermore,
no path constraints have been considered here. As these important features are added, the
computational power required by Indirect Methods grows very quickly. For this reason,
previous work in this area ([4], [5], [1], [2]) has focused on using Direct Methods.
A more common approach, Direct Methods evaluate the differential equations for the
dynamics at discrete node points in time and connect the nodes with a parameterized func-
tion. The problem then becomes a non-linear programming problem that can be solved
using non-linear programming software such as SNOPT. DIDO is a software tool that uses
globally orthogonal Legendre Polynomials to represent the dynamics of the system at the
node points. The method implemented in DIDO is known as the Legendre Pseudospectral
Method, and next we will solve the same problem using DIDO and compare the results and
computational performance with the Indirect Method presented here.
BVP Sobuion: States
Figure 5-1: The solution to the boundary-value problem showing the scaled states
BVP SoCtion: Costates
Time (seconds)
Figure 5-2: The solution to the boundary-value problem showing the scaled co-states
BVP Solution
V = 23000 f/s, y = -13 deg
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Figure 5-3: The trajectory obtained by solving the boundary-value problem
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5.3.2 Direct Methods
Solving the same problem described previously using DIDO, we get the trajectory shown
in Figure 5-5. Clearly, there is some difference between the solution obtained by each of
the methods. This is most likely due to the quadratic approximation used in the Indirect
method. This is seen more clearly in Figure 5-6, which shows that the controls are different
in each of the cases. This quadratic approximation also results in differences in the co-states,
as Figure 5-7 shows in the case of the altitude co-state. The same is true for the other co-
states. The corresponding altitude states as shown in Figure 5-8 are very close, despite the
quadratic approximation. Figure 5-9 shows the Hamiltonian as it varies with time and a
throughout the computed trajectory. The behavior of the Hamiltonian is complex, and thus
the simplified quadratic approximation has a significant impact on the computed controls.
The computation times required for each of the methods shows that Indirect Methods,
even with the quadratic approximation to the Hamiltonian, take longer than Direct Meth-
ods. As mentioned previously, when the controls were computed using MATLAB's function
minimization utility fmincon, run-times were greatly increased. Furthermore, adding ad-
ditional features such as free terminal time, path constraints, and additional states for the
control system delays are very straightforward with Direct Methods [20] and in particular
DIDO [15]. Furthermore, Direct Methods do not require an initial guesses for the co-states,
which are typically hard to obtain but are necessary for Indirect Methods. And finally, Di-
rect Methods are much less sensitive to initial guesses than Indirect Methods [18]. For these
reasons, Direct Methods as implemented in DIDO will be used in this work.
An additional advantage of using Direct Methods is that in the computation of the land-
ing footprint, various types of path and terminal cost functions will be used - for instance,
minimum control, maximum downrange, maximum out-of-plane angle, and minimum up-
range. If Indirect Methods were used, each of these cost functions would generate a different
Hamiltonian and a different set of terminal constraints on the states and co-states. For this
reason, it is particularly desirable to use Direct Methods and DIDO in particular, which
makes the process of using different cost functions very straightforward [15].
Next we will look at the different cost functions that will be used in computing the
landing footprint.
Indirect vs Direct Methods: Downrange and Altitude
Downrange (mn)
Figure 5-5: Comparison of trajectories generated by the Indirect and Direct Methods
Dired vs Indirect Methods: Controls
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of controls generated by the Indirect and Direct Methods
Direct vs Indirect M thods: Altitude Co-State
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Figure 5-7: Comparison of the altitude co-state generated by the Indirect and Direct Methods
Direct vs Indirect Methods: Altitude State
Figure 5-8: Comparison of the altitude state generated by the Indirect and Direct Methods
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Figure 5-9: The Hamiltonian along the optimal trajectory, as a function of angle-of-attack a
at every time instant
5.4 Footprint Computation: Flat Earth
The computation of the landing footprint of the vehicle involves computing the maximum
downrange, the minimum uprange, and the maximum out-of-plane angle, as shown in Figure
(1.2). All three of these parameters are functions of the terminal states, and these are
presented here.
5.4.1 Distance
In the flat Earth case, the distance traveled is given by
d= f + zf
By maximizing d, we get the maximum downrange, and by minimizing d we get the
minimum uprange.
5.4.2 Maximum Out-of-Plane Angle
As we have seen before, the out-of-plane angle is given by
O = tan- Z - Zo
Xf - X0 (5.26)
To get the maximum out-of-plane angle, we maximize 0.
In order to "fill in" the rest of the footprint that lies between the maximum downrange
and the maximum out-of-plane angle, as well as the minimum uprange and the maximum
out-of-plane angle, we need some intermediate points. We obtain these by constraining the
trajectories such that their terminal point must lie at a specified out-of-plane angle, and then
maximize downrange and minimize uprange. As this angle is varied from 0 to the maximum
out-of-plane angle, the intermediate values are filled in. This is shown in Figure (5-10) below.
x,
0
Downrange (km)
Figure 5-10: A footprint as viewed from above: by constraining the terminal point to lie along
one particular out-of-plane angle, and then finding the maximum-downrange trajectory and
minimum-uprange trajectory, we can sweep out the entire landing footprint
5.4.3 Terminal Angle Constraint
In order to sweep out a footprint, we need to constrain the terminal position of the trajectories
to lie along the radial lines shown in Figure 5-10. The angle associated with each of the radial
lines is clearly
8 = tan -
1 zf - ZO
xf - Xo
Therefore the constraint on the final position, given a targeted out-of-plane angle of 0,
can simply be expressed as
(Zf - Zo) - (xf - xo) tan 0 = 0 (5.27)
5.5 Footprint Computation: Spherical Earth
The basic method by which a footprint is traced out remains the same in the spherical
Earth formulation. However, the distance traveled must now be measured on the surface of
the sphere, along a Great Circle. The out-of-plane angle traveled, which was a simple tan
relation between the net downrange and net crossrange (Equation (5.26)) is now a much
more complicated relation between the initial latitude and longitude and the final latitude
and longitude. Similarly, the out-of-plane angle constraint is a more complex function of the
initial and final latitudes and longitudes, instead of the simple relation between initial and
final down- and crossranges presented in Equation (5.27). These relations are derived and
presented in this section.
5.5.1 Maximum Downrange
The computation of distance in the spherical Earth case is now the distance along a Great
Circle. The length of a line segment along a Great Circle of a sphere is given by the simple
relation
d = RO (5.28)
Where e is the angle subtended at the center of the sphere by the line segment. Since
the line segment is on a Great Circle, its length can simply be written as a function of the
latitude and longitude at the terminal points of the segment. We do this by first expressing
the terminal points of the segment in Cartesian coordinates
ri = Rcos Acos p ii RcosAi sin ij + RsinAik
rf RcosAfcospfi+ RcosAfsinpfjRsinAfk
Since ri and rf both originate at the center of the Earth, the angle between them will lie
in a plane that passes through the center of the Earth, which by definition is E. Therefore
we get E from
ri.rf
ri.rf
Iri Irfl cos
-Iril Irf I cosO
= R2 (COS Ai COS Af COS([t i- If) + sin Ai sin Af)
= R 2 COS
Therefore the distance in Equation (5.28) is
d = R cos-'(cos Ai cos Af cos(pi - [f) + sin Ai sin Af) (5.29)
For maximum downrange, we maximize d and for minimum uprange, we minimize d.
5.5.2 Maximum Out-of-Plane
The out-of-plane angle traveled is obtained by recognizing that the lines of constant out-of-
plane angle (as shown in Figure 5-10) are now Great Circles that pass through the initial
point. (see Figure 5-11).
The equation for a Great Circle is given by the intersection between a plane passing
through the origin and the sphere. If the plane is given by
ax + by + cz = 0
Given the parametric equations of the sphere,
x = RcosAcosjp
y = RcosAsinyp
z = RsinA
The equation of a Great Circle is therefore
Figure 5-11: The minimum and maximum distance (shown as black circles) along all the
Great Circles passing through the initial point determine the footprint in a spherical Earth
model
acos Acos p + bcos Asin p + csin A = 0
We now need to find the coefficients a, b and c for the planes in which the Great Circles
lie. These are the components of the normal vector of the plane. This normal vector must
be calculated using
n= rxt
r is the radial vector from the center of the sphere to the surface, while t is the vector
tangent to the Great Circle. These vectors are shown in Figure 5-12 below.
If we take the initial position (through which the plane must pass) as po and A0, we see
that the parametric equations for all vectors tangent to Great Circles that pass through this
initial latitude and longitude are
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Figure 5-12: The definition of the r, t, n vectors
t = (- sin Ao sin to sin E + cos Po cos 0) j+(- sin Ao cos Po sin E - sin Po cos 6) i+cos Ao sin Ok
By varying the angle 0, we can get all possible Great Circles that pass through Po and
Ao. Next, we see that the radial vector is given by
r = cos Ao cos poi + cos Ao sin Poj + sin Aok
rxt = n = - cos Ao cos ek+(cos Po sin O + sin Ao sin po cos 8) j+(- sin /o sin e + sin Ao cos Po cos 0) i
Thus the equation of the Great Circle that passes through Po and Ao, and making an
angle e with the local latitude is given by
a cos A cos p + b cos A sin p + c sin A = 0 (5.30)
a = - sin Po sin in Ao cos Po cos 9
b = cosposinOn + sinsin0sin cos
c = - cos A0 cos O
Solving the equation above for e, we get
sin Ao cos (/Po - P) - cos A0o tan Atan o =
sin (o - p) (5.31)
To get the maximum out-of-plane angle, we have to maximize 0.
5.5.3 Terminal Angle Constraint
The spherical Earth equivalent of the out-of-plane angle constraint given in Equation (5.27)
is the constraint that the terminal latitude and longitude must lie on a Great Circle with
a specific value of 0. Therefore, to enforce this constraint, we would have to constrain the
final latitude Af and the final longitude pf to be
a cos Af cos pf + b cos Af sin pf + c sin Af = 0 (5.32)
a = - sin po sin ( + sin Ao cos po cos 0
b = cos Po sin ( + sin Ao sin po cos 0
c = -cos Ao cos
Chapter 6
Earth Penetrator
In this chapter, we begin looking at trajectories that satisfy the Earth penetrator mission
with the vehicle models presented previously. We begin by looking at the 3-DOF flat Earth
model, i.e. the simplest of model. We choose this model because it is computationally the
least complex. We will also show later that although the curvature of the Earth and its
rotation are both important, the nature of the trajectories and the basic behavior of the
vehicle is captured well by the flat Earth model. Also, the time delays in the control system
are very small (of the order of 0.017 s) and so there is no great loss of accuracy in using
3-DOF model instead of the 4-DOF model. Finally, DIDO like all direct methods requires
an initial guess. First solving the simplified problem, and using that as an initial guess to
solve the more complete problem improves total computational time significantly. For all
these reasons, we begin by solving for trajectories in the 3-DOF model. The effects that were
all ignored (curvature of the Earth, rotation of the Earth, the time delays) are re-introduced
later.
We begin by analyzing the ballistic trajectory, and show the necessity of a maneuverable
re-entry vehicle to be able to achieve the vehicle's missions. We then look at the vehicle's
capabilities and the characteristics of its trajectories in accomplishing an Earth penetrator
mission.
6.1 The Ballistic Trajectory
For the ballistic trajectory, all control inputs are 0. Thus, in the equations of motion reduce
to
x = Vcos 'cos7
y = Vsin cos y
z = Vsiny
- --- g sin7y
g cos y
V
=0
The equations are propagated using the initial conditions xi = 0, yi = 100 km, zi = 0,
Vi = 23000 ft/s, 7i = -13 deg, Oi = 0. The resulting trajectory is shown below.
V = 23000 ft/s, T' = -13 deg, Balitic
50 100 150 200
Downmrange (kn)
250 300 350
Figure 6-1: The altitude as a function of downrange for initial conditions Vi = 23000 ft/s,
7i = -13 degrees, Pi = 0 with no control applied
Y 0
Clearly, the ballistic trajectory does not satisfy any of the terminal conditions, either for
the Earth Penetrator mission or the Submunitions mission. The terminal speed is under
500 m/s, which is much too slow for the Earth Penetrator mission (which needs a terminal
speed of 1160 m/s) and too fast for the Submunitions mission (which requires a terminal
speed of 390 m/s). Also, the terminal y is -42 deg, which is too steep for the Submunitions
mission (which requires a y = 0) and too shallow for the Earth penetrator (7 = -90 deg).
This shows the need for a maneuvering re-entry vehicle. However, the ballistic trajectory
gives a rough measure of the downrange distances that can be expected, which is about 300
km. As we will see later, this is indeed the case for the Earth Penetrator mission, while the
Submunitions mission can go much farther.
V, = 23000 ft/s, = -13 dog, Balitic
i
Time (s)
Figure 6-2: The flight path angle history for the ballistic trajectory
V,= 23000 fts, y = -13 deg, Ballistic
Time (s)
Figure 6-3: The speed history for the ballistic trajectory
6.2 Maximizing Downrange
One of the parameters used to assess the performance of this vehicle is the maximum down-
range achievable, given some initial conditions and the terminal conditions. The fact that
the vehicle has to meet terminal conditions restricts the maximum downrange. For example,
since the terminal speed has to be over Mach 3, the vehicle cannot spend as much time
traveling downrange, since drag is constantly acting on it.
We see in Figure 6-4 that the vehicle pulls up to a shallower -y (from y = -13 deg
to / = -3 deg) soon after entering the sensible atmosphere (40 km altitude) to increase
downrange. But since energy is being expended in this loft maneuver, the vehicle slows
down, as we can see in Figure 6-6. Therefore, to meet the terminal speed constraint, the
vehicle cannot stay at this shallow 7 for long.
Also, the vehicle needs large amounts of downward lift to turn from a flight path angle of
about -13 degrees to -80 degrees. This naturally means that for significant portions of its
trajectory, the vehicle cannot use upward lift to stay aloft and fly farther downrange. From
Figure 6-6, we see that the flight path angle changes the most after 60 seconds, indicating
that the vehicle performs the large turn to y = -90 degrees towards the end. Thus we
see from Figure 6-5 that the additional downrange gained in the last 10 seconds is small
compared to any 10-second interval in the middle of the trajectory.
In terms of the controls applied, we see in Figure 6-7 that the vehicle travels at the
maximum allowed angle of attack of a = 10 deg for as long as possible. After that, the
vehicle quickly moves to a negative angle of attack, in order to be able to make the large
turn to ? = -80 deg. Towards the end, the angle of attack again increases to be able to
meet the a = 0 deg terminal constraint. We see from the same figure that the lift direction
angle stays at 0 deg, since intuitively the maximum downrange (for a non-rotating Earth) is
when the vehicle stays in the same plane at all times.
In Figure 6-8, the G-loading figure shows two peaks - one at about 40 seconds and another
at about 65 seconds. The first peak corresponds to the pull-up from 7 = -13 degrees to
Y = -3 degrees soon after entry into the sensible atmosphere. The second peak is due to
the large amount of downward lift and drag that are needed to accomplish the final turn to
y = -90 degrees. However, note that the G-load always stays below 50gs, indicating that
the trajectory would remain the same even if the G-load were constrained to 55gs, as will
be done later.
Also note in Figure 6-9 that the stagnation point heat rate stays well below the limit
of 23 Btu/s/lft 2. Therefore, the maximum downrange trajectory will not be expected to
change even when the stagnation point heat rate limit is introduced.
V, = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 degrees
Mamrnum Downrnge
0 degrees ot-of-pmne
Dowrange (kmn)
Figure 6-4: The altitude vs downrange for Earth penetrator maximum downrange
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Figure 6-5: The downrange history for the Earth penetrator maximum downrange trajectory
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Figure 6-6: The flight path angle and speed for Earth penetrator maximum downrange
Vi= 23000 is, y.i= -13 dog
v, 3800 WS, y, -0 dog
Time (seconds)
Figure 6-7: The angle of attack and lift direction angle for Earth penetrator maximum down-
range
VI = 23000 /lls, y, = -13 degrees
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Figure 6-8: The G-loading for Earth penetrator maximum downrange
Vi = 23000 ft/s, yi -13 deg
V,= 3800 ft/s, = -80 deg
Time (seconds)
Figure 6-9: The stagnation point heat rate for Earth penetrator maximum downrange
6.3 Maximizing Out-of-Plane Motion
Another useful parameter to measure the performance of the vehicle is the maximum out-
of-plane angle the vehicle reach, which is a measure of how far crossrange the vehicle can
travel. In order to maximize crossrange distance, the vehicle needs to stay aloft for as long
as possible, and during this time turn as much as possible. Both require lift, and since the
lift available is limited (and is constantly decreasing as the vehicle slows due to drag) the
vehicle needs to trade flight time and turn rate. The maximum crossrange occurs when the
balance between flight time and turn rate is optimal.
Intuitively, we would expect the vehicle not to pull up (since this would require taking
up a large amount of lift that could be used to increase turn rate). We would also expect
the vehicle to not pull down, to be able to stay aloft long enough to achieve significant
crossrange. Thus we would expect the flight path angle to remain roughly constant except
at the end when 7 = -80 degrees.
From Figure 6-12, we see that this is in fact what the vehicle does. 7 is constant until
the last 15 seconds of flight. Crossrange motion (Figure 6-11) shows a high curvature turn,
except at the end when all the available lift is used to turn to 7 = -90 degrees.
Figure 6-13 shows that the lift stays at an angle of almost 90 degrees for most of the
flight - in other words, the lift vector is pointed perpendicular to the velocity. Also, the
angle of attack is at the maximum a = -10 deg, and is therefore generating the maximum
lift possible. By generating the maximum lift possible, and pointing it perpendicular to the
velocity vector, the vehicle achieves a very high turn rate for most of the trajectory. It is
only towards the end, after 42 seconds, that the lift direction deviates from 90 deg and the
angle of attack from -10 deg because this is when the vehicle makes its vertical turn to
y = -90 deg. The lift direction angle and the angle of attack eventually go to 0 at the end
to meet the C = 0 constraint.
Note that the G-load plot (Figure 6-14) looks similar to the corresponding plot for Max-
imum Downrange (Figure 6-8), except that there is only one peak because the vehicle does
not pull up in this case. Also, the maximum G-loading is still below 55gs, suggesting that
the constrained solution will be the same as the unconstrained solution. Similarly, the maxi-
mum stagnation point heat rate stays below the limit of 23 Btu/s/lft2 , but is almost exactly
at this upper limit. We will see in the next section that the minimum uprange trajectories
will change when the path constraints are added. Therefore, the maximum-out-of-plane
case represents the edge between the uprange trajectories (which are affected by the path
constraints) and the downrange trajectories (which are not affected).
V, = 23000 ft/s, y, = -13 degrees
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Figure 6-10: The downrange vs altitude for Earth penetrator maximum out-of-plane angle
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Figure 6-11: The crossrange history for Earth penetrator maximum out-of-plane angle
V = 23000 ft/s, yi =-13 deg
V,= 3800 ft/s, y,= -80 dog
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Figure 6-12: The flight path angle for Earth penetrator maximum out-of-plane angle
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Figure 6-13: The angle of attack and lift direction angle for Earth penetrator maximum
out-of-plane angle
VI = 23000 ft/s, = -13 degrees
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Figure 6-14: The G-loading for Earth penetrator maximum out-of-plane angle
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V = 23000 ft/s, y = -13 deg
v, = 3800 ft/s, f = -80 deg
Figure 6-15: The stagnation point heat rate for Earth penetrator maximum out-of-plane angle
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6.4 Minimizing Downrange
Another parameter used to assess the performance of this vehicle is the minimum downrange
achievable, given some initial conditions and the terminal conditions. The main challenge
in achieving a minimum downrange is the fact that the vehicle is traveling at a high initial
speed (23000 ft/s). Also, the vehicle must spend some time in the atmosphere to lose enough
speed and meet the terminal speed condition. The solution for the minimum downrange
problem is to thus spend as much time in the atmosphere as needed to achieve the terminal
speed, but not more. From Figure 6-16 we can see that the vehicle begins a steep descent
almost immediately upon entering the sensible atmosphere. The flight path angle (Figure
6-17) shows that the vehicle chooses a steep trajectory to minimize the downrange distance.
However, the vehicle is going much too fast at this point to meet the terminal speed condition
of 1160 m/s, and therefore pulls up briefly. This expends enough energy for the vehicle to
slow itself down and reach the terminal speed condition.
For the controls, we see that vehicle flies at an angle of attack of a = -10 deg for most
of the trajectory. The lift direction vector is at a = 0 deg, i.e. in the plane of motion.
Thus the lift is pointed directly down. Since a = -10 deg is the maximum allowed control,
the vehicle is accelerating downwards as rapidly as its control authority will allow. The
increase in angle of attack to 10 deg for a brief interval between 35 seconds and 40 seconds
is primarily to expend energy and slow the vehicle down to the required terminal speed of
3800 ft/s. Towards the end of the trajectory, the angle of attack goes to 0 deg as required
by the terminal constraint.
In Figure 6-19, we see that the peak G-loading occurs during the final turn to -yf =-90
deg, similar to the maximum downrange case (Figure 6-8). However, since the vehicle is
going much faster than in the maximum downrange case, the G-load is much higher - in
fact, the maximum G-load is over 120gs, more than twice the allowed limit. Therefore, when
the G-load constraint is added, the minimum uprange will be much greater.
From Figure 6-20, we see that the peak stagnation point heat rate also occurs during the
low-altitude, vertical turn to 7 = -90 deg. The peak heat rate of 30 Btu/s/ft2 is well above
the limit of 23 Btu/s/ft2 . Therefore, when the stagnation point heat rate limit is added,
the minimum uprange can be expected to increase.
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V = 23000 ft/s, ,y = -13 degrees
Minimum Downrange
0 degrees o-of-plane
Dowmrnge (km)
Figure 6-16: The altitude as a function of downrange for initial conditions Vi = 23000 ft/s,
7i = -13 degrees, i = 0 with controls optimized to minimize downrange
Vi = 23000 ft/s, r = -13 dog
v,= 3800 fs, ,= -80 dog
Time (seconds)
Figure 6-17: The flight path angle for initial conditions V = 23000 ft/s, 'i = -13 degrees,0i = 0 with controls optimized to minimize downrange
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V = 23000 fts, yi= -13 dog
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Figure 6-18: The flight path angle for initial conditions Vi =
Oi = 0 with controls optimized to minimize downrange
V, = 23000 ft/, , = -13 degrees
Minimum Downrange
0 degrees out-of-plane
23000 ft/s, y = -13 degrees,
Time (s)
Figure 6-19: The G-loading experienced by the vehicle for initial conditions Vi = 23000 ft/s,
7i = -13 degrees, Oi = 0
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Figure 6-20: The heat loading experienced by the vehicle for initial conditions Vi = 23000
ft/s, y = -13 degrees, 4 i = 0
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6.5 Footprint
In the previous sections, we have looked at three of the most important cases in determining
a landing footprint - the maximum downrange, the minimum uprange, and the maximum
out-of-plane angle. In order to determine the rest of the footprint, we first constrain the
terminal point of the trajectories to lie along a line representing a certain out-of-plane angle,
and then maximize and minimize the downrange distance. Completing this process, we get
the landing footprint shown in Figure 6-21.
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Figure 6-21: The footprint for initial conditions Vi = 23000 ft/s, Yi = -13 degrees, 'i = 0
with no path constraints
As seen previously, when the vehicle is commanded to maximize downrange, it travels at
an angle of attack of a = 10 deg, with the lift vector pointed directly up (a = 0 deg) for as
long as possible. But to travel out-of-plane, the vehicle needs to point its lift vector towards
the direction it wishes to turn (a 0 deg). Therefore, some of the lift is being used to turn
rather than to stay aloft. And the greater the out-of-plane angle, the more the lift that is
needed to turn. This means that as the out-of-plane angle is increased, the trajectories are
shorter, and the downrange achieved is also shorter. Another way to view this is in terms
of energy - as the trajectory is constrained to lie out-of-plane, the vehicle has to expend
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some of its available energy to turn and reach the specified out-of-plane angle. Hence it has
less energy available for traveling downrange, and therefore loses downrange as this angle is
increased.
When the vehicle is commanded to minimize uprange, it travels at an angle of attack
of a = -10 deg, with the lift vector pointed directly down, for as long as possible. But as
discussed in the previous paragraph, the vehicle needs to point its lift vector in the direction
of turn in order to travel out-of-plane. Therefore, the vehicle cannot lose altitude as fast,
resulting in longer trajectories and longer downrange distances.
Thus, as the out-of-plane angle is increased, the minimum uprange distance increases
while the maximum downrange distance decreases. This continues until that out-of-plane
angle at which the maximum downrange and minimum uprange are the same. This is the
maximum out-of-plane angle. This happens when the lift direction is pointed perpendicular
to the velocity (uo = 90 deg), giving the vehicle its maximum possible turn rate.
In this case, the controls are the angle-of-attack and lift direction angle. Thus we now
define "control effort" as the sum of the squares of the angle of attack and lift direction
angle, a 2 + c 2. This is related to the actual torque (and hence fuel) used by the reaction
control system. As discussed before, the vehicle is statically stable and hence requires torque
to hold itself at a non-zero angle of attack or to change the direction of its lift. Thus by
penalizing a non-zero angle of attack and lift direction vector, we get a measure of how much
"control effort" the vehicle is making. Note that to get a full representation of torque and
fuel use, we would have to use a 6-DOF model, but for now we use a simpler representation.
Since both maximum downrange and minimum uprange require using significant control
effort, there is likely a point in between that requires the minimum control effort. This "min-
imum control effort" will not be zero, since the vehicle still needs to use some control effort
to meet its terminal constraints. Thus the ballistic trajectory would not be the minimum-
control-effort trajectory since it does not satisfy the terminal constraints. Therefore, if the
vehicle were commanded to reach its terminal conditions while minimizing the control (a
and o) used, we reach a certain downrange that is not the same as the ballistic point.
We can extend this idea further by including the out-of-plane angle constraint. For every
terminal out-of-plane angle, there is a minimum control-effort trajectory whose terminal
point lies in between the corresponding maximum downrange and minimum uprange points
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for that out-of-plane angle. These minimum-control-effort landing points for all feasible out-
of-plane angles are shown in Figure 6-22. Note that the maximum downrange, minimum
uprange, and the minimum-control-effort points are all the same at the maximum out-of-
plane angle, since there is only one unique trajectory that enables the vehicle to reach this
point.
Another point to note is that the landing footprint encloses the ballistic point. How-
ever, we have seen previously that the ballistic trajectory does not satisfy all the terminal
constraints. This implies that in order to hit the location of the ballistic point, the vehicle
would actually have to maneuver. This is seen in Figure 6-23. The vehicle first lofts itself in
the upper atmosphere to be able to travel the required downrange distance without losing
too much speed. Then, it makes a sharp vertical turn to reach the ground with a flight path
angle of y = -80 deg.
V = 23000 fts, i = -13 deg
Vf = 3800 ft, y= -80 deg
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Figure 6-22: The "minimum effort" line, showing the point inside the footprint that requires
the least control effort, for each out-of-plane angle
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V = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 deg
V= 3800 t/s
Figure 6-23: Here we see that the trajectory that the vehicle follows to reach the ballistic
point is not the ballistic trajectory, since the ballistic trajectory does not meet the terminal
constraints. The vehicle must maneuver to hit a target at the ballistic point
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6.6 Effect of Initial Conditions
Clearly, the size and location of the landing footprint is very dependent on the initial condi-
tions, specifically the speed and flight path angle 7. The footprint presented above is for the
initial conditions Vi = 23000 ft/s and yi = -13 deg. When the initial speed is greater, the
vehicle has more energy, and can expend this energy in maneuvers. Therefore, the size of
the footprint should increase. When the initial flight path angle is more shallow (i.e. closer
to 0), the size of the footprint stays roughly the same (since the initial energy is the same)
but the footprint will move farther downrange, because the vehicle travels farther downrange
before it enters the sensible atmosphere. These trends are clearly seen in Figure 6-24 below.
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Figure 6-24: The footprints for four sets of initial conditions with no path constraints
From the plot, we see that the nominal case Vi = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 deg, has a slightly
larger footprint than the Vi = 21500 ft/s and -i = -10 deg case, but the footprint for the
shallower trajectory is shifted farther downrange. However, the case with Vi = 24000 ft/s
and 7yi = -10 deg has a much larger footprint than either of those cases because of its higher
initial speed.
The footprints for the two cases with 7 = -30 deg are shifted uprange significantly. They
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are also much smaller in size than the shallower trajectories. This is because the vehicle is
rapidly descending (without traveling as far downrange) and has little time to maneuver.
But comparing the two steep cases, we see that between them the case with the higher
initial speed has a larger footprint. Overall, the trajectories with 7 = -30 deg have shorter
trajectories than those with 7y = -10 deg.
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6.7 Effect of Terminal Conditions
The size and shape of the landing footprint depends on not just the initial conditions, but
the terminal constraints as well. In the results presented previously, the terminal constraints
were Vf = 3800 ft/s, 7f = -80 deg, with the final heading angle 4f unconstrained. In this
section, we will see how the footprint changes when 7f is changed, and when a constraint on
Vf is introduced.
6.7.1 Flight Path Angle
Figure 6-26 shows the footprints for -7f = -80 deg, 7f = -70 deg and yf = -60 deg. The
figures show that as the final flight path angle increases, i.e. gets farther from 7yf = -80 deg,
the size of the footprint decreases. When we look at Figure 6-25, we see that the footprint
again shrinks when the terminal flight path angle is changed to yf = -90 deg.
The second effect can be explained by the fact that reaching a terminal flight path angle
that is very steep (such as 7f = -90 deg) requires energy, in particular during the large
vertical turn at the end.
However, reaching a shallow terminal flight path angle requires energy as well. This is
because the vehicle would have to turn sharply and come into the lower atmosphere at a
relatively steep flight path angle. It must do this because if it enters the lower atmosphere
at a shallow flight path angle, it would spend too much time in dense atmosphere and lose
too much speed to be able reach the terminal speed of 3800 ft/s. Therefore, the "natural"
motion of the vehicle, if the terminal flight path angle were not constrained, would be to
come in at a steep -7. When the terminal is constrained to be shallower than this "natural"
terminal 7, the vehicle has to spend some energy in making the final turn to this shallower
7, an expenditure which would manifest itself as a shorter maximum downrange.
By commanding the vehicle to maximize downrange without a terminal constraint, we
find that the "natural" terminal flight path angle is 'yf = -80.7 deg. Therefore, any con-
straint on yf that is farther away from -80.7 deg will yield a smaller footprint with a smaller
maximum downrange. This is the reason why the Yf = -80 deg footprint is the largest and
has the longest maximum downrange, while all the other footprints (bf = -70 deg, 7f = -60
deg, 'yf = -90 deg) have smaller footprints and shorter maximum downranges.
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Downru (kn)
Figure 6-25: The footprints when the final flight path angle y is changed.
Vi= 23000 ft = -13 dg
V,* 300 W
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i
2
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Figure 6-26: The footprints for the cases 7f = -80 deg (green), 7- = -70 deg (red) and yf =
-60 deg (blue)
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6.7.2 Heading Angle
Next, we look at the effect of adding a heading angle constraint. We constrain the final
heading angle to be a specific value: Vf = 0 deg, of = 10 deg, f = 30 deg, of = 60 deg,
and of = 90 deg. From Figure 6-27, we notice first that the crossrange symmetry of the
footprints is broken when a non-zero heading angle constraint is added. Only for the 4 f = 0
deg case, the footprint is different from the unconstrained case, but remains symmetric. As
V#f is varied to be farther away from 0, the footprints become less symmetric. This is clear
from Figure 6-28, which shows the crossrange for out-of-plane angles of 5 degrees and -5
degrees with Vf = 90 deg. Clearly, the vehicle can achieve less crossrange in the -5 degrees
case since it needs to turn to a negative heading angle to reach -5 degrees out-of-plane, and
then turn to a positive heading angle of 90 degrees at the end. From the same figure, we see
that the footprint when the heading angle is unconstrained encloses all the footprints with
a heading angle constraint.
Also note in Figure 6-27 that as yf is constrained to be non-zero and positive, the
most significant loss in footprint area occurs on the minimum uprange, negative crossrange
region. This is because the vehicle does not have enough control authority to simultaneously
minimize uprange, travel a significant crossrange distance, and then turn in the opposite
direction to meet the heading angle constraint.
In general, the farther away the heading angle is from 0, the less the maximum downrange.
From Figure 6-29, we see that this is because in the unconstrained case, the natural final
heading angle is 0. Therefore the farther from 0 the heading angle, the more the trajectory
is forced away from the unconstrained optimal.
Note that in general, for an Earth Penetrator mission, the vehicle will have a terminal
velocity vector that is perpendicular to the local terrain. If the terrain were to be viewed as
an uneven surface, the normal vector to the surface at the target location would determine
both the terminal flight path angle and the terminal heading angle. Therefore, in reality,
the vehicle will have both constraints, as was the case in this section.
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Vi = 23000 fts, yji -13 deg
V = 3800 ft/s y= -80 deg
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Downrange (km)
Figure 6-27: The footprints for various values of final heading angle Of. Shown are Of = 0
deg (blue), of = 10 deg (red) and of = 30 deg (green)
V = 23000 f/s, y = -13 deg
f = 3800 ft/s, y=-80 deg
4U
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Figure 6-28: The trajectories for out-of-plane angles 5
when a terminal heading angle constraint is added
deg and -5 deg are not symmetric
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6.8 Path Constraints
The results presented thus far have assumed that the only restrictions on the vehicle's ca-
pabilities come from the control system, i.e. the maximum angle of attack. In reality, this
would not be true - the structure of the vehicle, as well as its guidance system would impose
limits of their own. Two of the limits considered here are the maximum G-load limit and the
maximum stagnation point heating rate limit. The G-load limit comes from the structural
strength of the vehicle. The stagnation point heat rate limit comes from the external heat
shield of the vehicle and its ability to dissipate the aerodynamic heating of the vehicle.
6.8.1 Maximum G-load
The maximum G-load that the vehicle can sustain is given as 60gs. As mentioned before,
some margin is added in this analysis and the maximum G-load is restricted to be 55gs. The
G-load is essentially the sum of the external forces acting on the vehicle, in this case lift and
drag. As we saw in the "Minimum Uprange" case, the G-loading on the vehicle becomes
very large (> 55gs) when trying to achieve minimum uprange, since large amounts of drag
and lift are used to simultaneously slow down the vehicle and turn to 7 = -80 degrees as
quickly as possible. Therefore when a G-load constraint is added, the minimum uprange
changes significantly.
We see the effect of adding a G-load constraint clearly in Figure 6-31. It shows that the
vehicle cannot turn as fast as in the unconstrained case. This is particularly true at altitudes
below 20 kin, where the density (and hence lift and drag) is high. The vehicle cannot keep
turning at this low altitude, because that would induce aerodynamic forces that are greater
than the G-load limit. This is also seen in Figure 6-33, which shows how the flight path angle
for the G-load constrained case is always shallower than it is for the unconstrained case, since
the vehicle is turning slower. This is particularly true in the terminal stages of the trajectory.
The result of this slower turn rate is that the vehicle ends up traveling farther downrange
- thus the minimum uprange is extended. On the other hand, the maximum downrange
and the maximum out-of-plane angles are unaffected, since even the unconstrained optimal
trajectories stayed within the G-load limit. The landing footprint for the G-load constrained
vehicle is shown in Figure 6-30. As expected, adding a constraint restricts the performance
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of the vehicle, which is apparent in the smaller landing footprint.
Another interesting feature of the G-load constrained trajectories is the crossrange motion
of the vehicle when G-load constraints are added. Recall that in the unconstrained case,
minimum uprange was achieved by keeping the angle of attack at a = -10 deg, in the
plane of motion. This gave the vehicle its maximum turn rate and descent rate allowed by
the control limits. However, this also resulted in lift and drag forces that were well above
the limit of 55gs. With this constraint added, the vehicle cannot choose this trajectory
anymore. As a result, the vehicle chooses to minimize its downrange motion by traveling in
the crossrange direction instead. Crossrange motion allows the vehicle to lose speed without
gaining as much downrange.
The G-load plot in Figure 6-34 shows the benefit of the slower turn rate - that the G-
loading on the vehicle is now below 55gs for the entire trajectory, much lower than in the
unconstrained case.
As we have already seen, footprint size depends on the initial conditions. This is especially
true when the G-load limit is added, since a fast, steep trajectory is much more likely to
have high G-loading than a slow and shallow trajectory. Therefore, upon adding the G-load
constraint, the footprint for a slow, shallow trajectory (for instance, with initial conditions
V1 = 21500 ft/s, ~i = -10 deg) should change less than the footprint for a fast, steep
trajectory (with initial conditions 1V = 24000 ft/s, yi = -30 deg). From Figures 6-35 and
6-36, we see that this is the case - the footprint for the slow and shallow case (Figure 6-35)
changes very little when the G-load constraint is added, compared to the fast and steep case
(Figure 6-36), where the footprint shrinks to just half the size of the unconstrained footprint.
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Vi = 23000 fts, i 
= 
-13 deg
Vf= 3800 fts, ,f= -80 deg
Downrange (km)
Figure 6-30: The footprint with no path constraints (blue), and a G-load constraint (red)
V = 23000 ft/s, Yi = -13 deg
f = 3800 ft/s, = -80 deg
Downrange (kmn)
Figure 6-31: The Altitude vs Downrange for minimum uprange, with no path constraints
(blue), and a G-load constraint (red)
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Vi = 23000 ft/s, = -.13 deg
V,= 3800 fts, T, -80 deg
Downrange (kn)
Figure 6-32: The Crossrange vs Downrange trajectories, with no path constraints (blue), and
a G-load constraint (red)
Vi = 23000 fs, T = -13 deg
V,= 3800 fVs,y,= -80 deg
Figure 6-33: The Flight Path Angle with no path constraints (blue), and a G-load constraint
(red)
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Figure 6-34: The G-Loading for the minimum uprange trajectory, with no path constraints
(blue), and a G-load constraint (red)
V,= 21500 ft, yi =-10 dog
Vf,= 3 8 0 ft, , = -80 deg
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Figure 6-35: The footprint with no path constraints (blue), only a G-load constraint (red)
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Vi = 24000 ft/s, yi -30 dog
V = 3800 s, yf,=-80 dog
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Figure 6-36: The footprint with no path constraints (blue), only a G-load constraint (red)
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6.8.2 Stagnation Point Heat Rate
As the vehicle enters the atmosphere at high speeds, it experiences drag and loses energy.
Most of the energy lost is given up as heat. At the high speeds which are typical of all re-entry
vehicles (including the one being studied), this heating can be very significant. The heat
shield of the vehicle is usually designed to be able to handle a certain maximum heating rate,
beyond which the incoming heat can no longer be dissipated quickly enough to maintain the
temperature of the vehicle. The heating rate is typically maximum at the stagnation point
of the vehicle. Therefore the stagnation point heat rate will be considered in this section. A
stagnation point heat rate of 23 Btu/s/ft2 was used.
The trajectories that are most effected by the heat rate constraint are the minimum up-
range trajectories. As we have seen before, the unconstrained minimum uprange trajectories
violate the heat rate constraint. Therefore, adding this constraint will force the trajectories
to look different. The vehicle would have to lose much of its speed while flying through the
upper atmosphere before descending into the lower atmosphere, because the combination of
high speed and high density would drive up the heat rate (see heat rate model, Equation
4.4). To do this, the vehicle would have to fly a longer trajectory. The additional downrange
gained because of this can be minimized with out-of-plane maneuvers, but some downrange
is gained and the size of the footprint shrinks.
On the other hand, the maximum downrange trajectories are not affected by the heat
rate constraint, since the heat rate limit was not reached by the unconstrained trajectories.
Both effects are clearly seen in Figure 6-37, which shows the footprints in the uncon-
strained case, the G-Load constrained case, and the G-Load and heat rate constrained case.
With the addition of each new constraint, the size of the footprint shrinks.
Since the stagnation point heat rate depends on the speed, a trajectory with slow speed
will not be affected by the heat rate constraint. This is clear from studying Figure 6-38,
which shows the landing footprint for initial conditions V = 21500 ft/s, i = -10 deg. Even
when the stagnation point heat rate constraint is added, the footprint is the same as the
unconstrained case. This is because of the slow speed of the trajectory. On the other hand,
the G-Load constraint does effect the uprange trajectories, because the vehicle starts at a
shallow initial y (of -10 deg) and needs to turn to get to its terminal y constraint of -80 deg.
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Thus in the shallow but slow trajectories, the G-Load is more constraining.
But as Figure 6-37 and Figure 6-39 show, as the trajectories get faster, the heat rate
becomes the more constraining factor - the heat-rate constrained footprint is smaller than
(and enclosed by) the G-Load constrained footprint.
However, it is not just the speed that is important - the initial 7 also matters. If the
vehicle re-enters the atmosphere at a very steep angle, it will not spend enough time in the
low-density upper atmosphere to lose significant speed. Thus it will still be going fast when
it begins to see the higher densities of the lower atmosphere, and this combination drives
up the heat rate. In fact, for very steep initial ys, the trajectory might not even be feasible.
This is in fact the case for yi = -30 deg. Both the V = 21500 ft/s and the Vi = 24000 ft/s
cases are infeasible when 7i = -30 deg. For such a steep 7i, a feasible trajectory would have
to be even slower than 21500 ft/s. Exactly what this "maximum feasible speed" is will be
discussed when we introduce the concept of a "reverse footprint" later.
Vi = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 deg
V = 3800 ft/s, = -80 deg
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Figure 6-37: Footprint with path constraints
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Figure 6-38: Footprint with path constraints
Vi= 24000 ft, y = -10 dog
Vf =3800 ft, i 1-80 dog
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Figure 6-39: Footprints with path constraints
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Chapter 7
Submunitions
Until now, we have looked at only one of the two missions this re-entry vehicle must perform.
The Earth Penetrator mission has relatively difficult terminal conditions, since it must fly
at 3800 ft/s (about Mach 3) at very low altitudes, and must achieve a steep terminal flight
path angle of approximately -90 deg (the exact condition will depend on the terrain, as we
have seen before). Since the vehicle needs most of its energy to maneuver to -90 deg, and
needs to retain a lot of its kinetic energy, the amount of energy available for other maneuvers
is very limited. If these constraints could be relaxed, the vehicle would have more energy to
maneuver and thus a bigger footprint.
For the Submunitions mission, the terminal speed is constrained to be 1300 ft/s and the
terminal flight path angle 0 deg, at an altitude of 3 km. Therefore the terminal speed for
the Submunitions case is a factor of 3 lower than for the Earth Penetrator case. Similarly,
it is easier to reach a flight path angle of 0 deg from initial flight path angles of -10 and -13
deg, than it is to reach -90 deg. Therefore, we can expect that the landing footprint for the
Submunitions case is going to be bigger than the landing footprint for the Earth Penetrator
case.
Figure 7-1 shows the footprint for the Submunitions case with initial conditions Vi =
21500 ft/s and y = -10 degrees. The maximum downrange is more than 1600 km. This is
clearly much greater than the Earth Penetrator case. We examine how the vehicle achieves
such a large footprint by examining the three special cases: maximum downrange, minimum
uprange, and maximum out-of-plane angle.
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Figure 7-1: The footprint for a submunitions mission with initial conditions Vi = 21500 ft/s
and y = -10 degrees
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7.1 Maximum Downrange
We see how the vehicle can travel more than 1600 km by looking at the trajectory for the
maximum downrange case, shown in Figure 7-2. The vehicle achieves the large downrange
distance by "skipping" - upon re-entry, the vehicle uses its lift to accelerate upwards and
gain an upwards velocity. This velocity carries it out of the atmosphere again, where it
flies along a ballistic, parabolic trajectory. As we can see in Figure 7-4, the speed stays
almost constant during this portion of the trajectory because there is very little drag at high
altitudes. At the same time, the vehicle gains about 1000 km downrange during this portion.
Therefore, by skipping, the vehicle has essentially gained 1000 km downrange distance for
negligible loss of energy. The vehicle then re-enters the atmosphere, but since some energy
was lost in the first skip, it no longer has enough energy to take another skip. Therefore it
now descends into the lower atmosphere and maneuvers with whatever energy it has left to
meet its terminal altitude, speed and flight path angle conditions.
An important thing to note is that if the vehicle had enough energy left after its first
skip, it could potentially skip a second time. As the initial speed Vi is increased, this could
- and in fact does - happen. We discuss this in detail in another section.
V - 21500 ts, i -10 dog
V,= 1300 f ,= 0 dog
Downng (kmn)
Figure 7-2: A submunitions trajectory with a skip
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Figure 7-4: The speed and altitude for a submunitions trajectory
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7.2 Maximum Out-of-plane Angle
As we see in Figure 7-1, the vehicle now has the ability to travel more than 500 km crossrange.
This ability comes from the fact that the vehicle can simultaneously turn and skip. The
vehicle cannot maneuver at the top of its skip trajectory because the atmosphere is too thin
at high altitudes to permit any significant control authority. However, at the bottom of the
skip, when the vehicle is at low altitudes and in relatively dense atmosphere, the vehicle has
enough control authority to change its direction of travel. Thus the vehicle uses its available
lift to simultaneously accelerate upwards and turn to change its heading. The low-drag,
ballistic part of the trajectory now takes it not only far downrange, but crossrange as well.
This is seen in Figure 7-5, where the groundtrack shows that the vehicle travels at constant
heading during both the initial descent and during the ballistic part of the skip trajectory.
It is only during the relatively brief period it spends in the lower atmosphere that the vehicle
turns to point itself in a direction that will allow it to travel long crossrange distances.
Vi 21500 fts, , -10 dog
Vf 1300 ftO, y 0 dog
20 . ... .
01
2000
1000 0
1200 -100 Crorn (km)
Downraig (Irn)
Figure 7-5: The maximum out-of-plane trajectory for a submunitions mission with initial
conditions V = 21500 ft/s and y = -10 degrees
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7.3 Minimum Uprange
Since the vehicle must lose much more energy in the submunitions case than in the Earth-
penetrator case, the vehicle cannot hit targets that are very close - it simply cannot lose
enough speed fast enough to meet the terminal speed constraint. As a result, the minimum
uprange is now longer - and as we see in Figure 7-1, it is about 300 km. The vehicle achieves
these upranges by flying directly into the lower atmosphere (without lofting or skipping)
and descending to altitudes below the terminal altitude of 3 km (see Figure 7-6. At these
low altitudes, the atmospheric density (and therefore the drag) are much higher, allowing
the vehicle to slow down quickly without accumulating much downrange. The reason why
the vehicle does not descend even lower into the atmosphere (and therefore lose speed even
faster) is because of the G-load constraint. Given the vehicle's high speed, had it descended
any farther down, the drag force would have exceeded the limit set on the maximum G-load.
From Figure 7-7, we see that the vehicle descends as far into the atmosphere as its maximum
G-load limit will permit - hence the long plateau at the maximum of 55gs, coinciding with
the time spent flying at low altitudes. Towards the end, the vehicle climbs back up to the 3
km altitude that the Submunitions deployment mission requires.
Vi= 21500 ft, Yi -10 dog
Vf = 1300 ist,, = 0 dog
0I
Time (seconds)
Figure 7-6: The minimum uprange trajectory for a submunitions mission
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Figure 7-7: The G-Loading for the submunitions minimum uprange trajectory
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7.4 Double Skip Trajectories
As we have mentioned previously, if the vehicle starts with enough initial energy (faster
speed, for instance) the vehicle might be able to skip not just once but twice. We saw in the
previous case that with an initial speed of Vi = 21500 ft/s and an initial altitude of 100 km,
the vehicle does not have the energy for two skips. However, when we increase the speed
- to 24000 ft/s, for instance - we see that the vehicle can skip twice and go much farther
downrange. This is seen in the footprint shown in Figure 7-9.
The footprint shown below has three distinct regions. The first is the one-skip region
(shown in blue). If the vehicle were constrained to have -y < 0 at all times, there will be no
skips - and the resulting footprint would be much smaller. This is the region labeled "No
skip". Note that the maximum downrange in this case is less than 800 km. This footprint
is characteristically not very different from the Earth-Penetrator footprint.
When the restriction on the the flight path angle is removed, the vehicle can now skip.
Since the initial energy is great enough to permit two skips, the vehicle can actually travel
much farther and reach locations that would not be reached with just one skip. This "two
skips" region (marked in green) extends down to more than 2400 km downrange. The "one
skip" region, in between the "no skip" region and the "two skips" region, is the region that
can be reached with just one skip (marked in red). Note that the "one skip" and the "two
skips" regions overlap, since there is a large region that can be reached with either one skip or
two. This is seen in Figure 7-10, where the same location (14 degrees out-of-plane, maximum
downrange) is reached either by following a single-skip trajectory or a two-skip trajectory.
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Figure 7-9: The footprint for a submunitions trajectory with initial conditions Vi = 24000
ft/s and 'y = -10 degrees
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Figure 7-10: The footprint for a submunitions trajectory with initial conditions Vi = 24000
ft/s and 7 = -10 degrees
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To understand how the trajectories change as downrange is increased and out-of-plane
angle is increased, we look at the following four cases. These cases were chosen to be at
those locations where the footprint in Figure 7-9 seems to change significantly.
* Cases 1A and 1B, as shown in Figure 7-11, are chosen to be on either side of the
point where the footprint shows a "cusp".
* Cases 2A and 2B are chosen to be on either size of the point at which the single-skip
portion of the footprint (red) coincides with the double-skip portion (green).
* Cases 3A and 3B are chosen to be on either side of the location where single-skip
trajectories transition into double-skip trajectories.
* Case 4A and 4B are chosen to be on either side of the location where no-skip trajec-
tories transition into single-skip trajectories.
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Figure 7-11: The footprint for a submunitions trajectory with initial conditions V = 24000
ft/s and - = -10 degrees
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7.4.1 Case 1
As shown in Figure 7-11, Case 1 is the point where the footprint shows an abrupt change
in slope. We see that this happens between trajectories that are approximately 20 degrees
out-of-plane and 21 degrees out-of-plane. The footprint changes in this region because 20
degrees out-of-plane can be reached without a skip, while 21 degrees out-of-plane can be
reached only by skipping. This is seen in Figure 7-12, which shows that the 20 deg out-of-
plane trajectory has no skip while 21 deg out-of-plane does have a skip. This results in a
300 km downrange gap between the 20 deg out-of-plane case (the maximum out-of-plane for
the no-skip footprint) and the 21 deg out-of-plane case (with a skip). However, points in
between these locations can be reached too - in these cases, the vehicle "skips" (i.e. 7y > 0 at
some interval), but uses less energy in skipping, and therefore travels less distance downrange
than the 21 deg out-of-plane skip. This is seen in Figure 7-13, where the transition from 20
deg out-of-plane to 21 deg out-of-plane occurs as the skip distances gradually increase. The
transition is also seen in Figure 7-14, which the transition from no-skip behavior to one-skip
behavior. The trajectories begin with a very slight "skip". The trajectory is classified as a
"skip" because 7 > 0 at some point in the trajectory, but in reality the "skip" does not add
much downrange. As the magnitude of this skip gets greater, and the downrange gained
gets longer, we see the transition to "full" skipping behavior seen in Figure 7-13. Since this
transition happens within a difference of 1 degree out-of-plane, the transition seems abrupt
and results in the "cusp" in the footprint.
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Figure 7-12: The downrange and altitude for trajectories on either side of the uprange "cusp",
showing that the trajectories show no significant change in general behavior
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Figure 7-14: The downrange and altitude on either side of the transition from skipping to
non-skipping behavior (Cases 4A and 4B)
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7.4.2 Case 2
The next case we look at is a case we have seen previously, where the "one skip" region and
the "two skips" regions intersect. As seen in Figure 7-10, the intersection occurs because
there are some locations on the ground which can be reached with a single skip as well as a
double skip. This is seen clearly again in Figure 7-15 which shows the one of the intersection
between the one-skip footprint and two-skips footprints. This change in behavior explains
the second "cusp" in the footprint in Figure 7-9.
Note that the vehicle manages a second skip by not skipping as much on the first skip -
i.e. it saves some of its energy during the first skip so that it may take a second skip. Also,
since the vehicle has already lost some energy on the first skip, it does not have as much
energy to maneuver after this skip - hence the area of the "two skips" region is much smaller
than the area of the "one skip" region. If the vehicle had even more energy, the second skip
region would grow larger, and it is likely that a third skip would also be possible. This case
is not examined in this work, but we will see that when the spherical shape of the Earth is
accounted for, the "two skips"' area increases dramatically. This is because the surface of
the Earth is curving away from underneath the vehicle, thus decreasing the effort required
to travel downrange. This case is investigated later.
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Vi = 24000 ft/s, 1i = -10 deg
14 deg Out-of-Plane, Maxnmum Downrange
Dowrang (m)
Figure 7-15: The downrange and altitude for trajectories for Cases 2A and 2B. This shows
that there are some points which can be reached by trajectories that have different character-
istics
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7.4.3 Case 3
Next, we look again at the case where the one-skip trajectory region and the two-skip
trajectory region merge, but this time we look at the trajectories with small out-of-plane
angles. In Figure 7-16, we see that the transition from one-skip trajectories to two-skip
trajectories is continuous. The trajectories look very similar, but one is classified as one-skip
because it crosses the -y = 0 threshold only once, while the other does so twice. However, the
second crossover across the = 0 threshold is very brief - i.e. the magnitude of the second
skip is very small. As the downrange distance targeted becomes greater, the vehicle spends
less energy on the first skip and more on the second skip, as seen in Figure 7-17. Thus the
transition from the one-skip region to the two-skip region is continuous.
Comparing Figures 7-16 and 7-15, we see that the difference between the one-skip and
two-skip trajectories is greater for larger out-of-plane angles. This is seen more clearly in
Figure 7-18. This is because the vehicle has to spend some energy to turn to its out-of-plane
angle. Therefore, after one large skip, the vehicle no longer has the energy to make a second
skip. The only way the vehicle can make a second skip is by reducing the energy spent on
the first skip. On the other hand, if the vehicle spends very little energy in turning (for a
small out-of-plane angle), the vehicle can afford to take a large first skip, followed by a small
second skip. The vehicle could also take a small initial skip, and then a larger second skip
and get to the same location. If the objective were to minimize the maximum G-load, this
is most likely the trajectory the vehicle would choose. If the objective were to minimize the
time, for instance, the vehicle would take a large first skip, travel at high altitudes (with low
drag) and get to its target faster. This shows a basic principle that in optimal control, the
problem does not have a unique solution, but varies for different objective functions.
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V = 24000 f/s, y = -10 deg
Vf= 1300 fs, yf = 0 deg
Figure 7-16: The downrange and altitude for two trajectories on either side of the transition
from single-skip behavior to two-skips behavior (Cases 3A and 3B)
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Vi = 24000 fts, y = -10 deg
Vf 1300 ft/s, yf =0 deg
8 deg out-of-plane,
minimum.uprange 8 degout-f-plane
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. ....... maximum .
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. ......... s k ip s ) .................
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.. . ..........................
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Figure 7-17: The transition from one-skip trajectories to two-skip trajectories for smaller
out-of-plane angles
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Figure 7-18: The difference between one-skip and two-skip trajectories grows as the out-of-
plane angle is increased
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Chapter 8
Reverse Footprint
Until now, we have addressed the forward problem, which may be phrased as follows: Given
a set of initial conditions, what are the sets of terminal conditions that can be reached. We
now try to solve the reverse problem - for a given set of terminal conditions, what are the
set of initial conditions from which those terminal conditions can be achieved.
First, we view the forward problem in a slightly more general way. In the forward
problem, both the initial and terminal conditions are described by six states - three for
terminal position and three for terminal velocity. The initial conditions are all fixed, and
the terminal angle of attack is constrained to be 0. What we would like to know is the
set of all terminal conditions that can be reached from the given set of initial conditions,
with final angle of attack af = 0. This set of terminal conditions can therefore be seen as
a 6-dimensional subspace, giving all positions and velocities that can be achieved from the
initial conditions. However, to make the problem more tractable, and to accomplish the
stated missions, we fixed four of these states - the altitude (set to 0 for the Earth penetrator,
3 km for the Submunitions), the speed (3800 ft/s and 1300 ft/s), the flight path angle
(unconstrained, -90, -80, -70, -60 deg and 0 deg) and the heading angle (unconstrained, 0
deg, 15 deg, 30 deg, 60 deg, 90 deg). Therefore, the 6-dimensional subspace was reduced
to a 2-dimensional subspace in downrange and crossrange, which is exactly what we had
previously called the "landing footprint".
For the reverse problem, we again have the same six states (position, velocity) at the
initial and terminal conditions. However, this time the terminal conditions are fixed, and we
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would like to find the set of all initial conditions from which these terminal conditions can be
met. Therefore, there is another 6-dimensional subspace at the initial time which gives all
possible positions and velocities from which the given terminal conditions could be achieved.
Again, the problem is made more tractable by fixing some of these initial conditions - in
particular, the downrange (set to 0), altitude (at 100 km), crossrange (whose initial value is
set, to 0 km), and heading angle (set to 0 deg). This leaves us with a 2-dimensional subspace
(a 2-dimensional slice of the 6-dimensional subspace) in speed and flight path angle that
gives us all initial speeds and initial flight path angles (for the chosen initial downrange,
altitude, crossrange and heading angle) from which the given terminal conditions can be
met. This 2-dimensional subspace is what will be called the "reverse footprint" throughout
this work.
Let us next look at the physical reasons why the reverse footprint is a closed space and
not unbounded. We look at the case where the target is 350 km downrange from piercepoint.
First, assume that the initial speed is also fixed. Thus the only state allowed to vary is the
initial flight path angle. If the vehicle were to come in at a very shallow flight path angle,
it would "overshoot" the target - it simply would not have the control authority (essentially
lift) to turn and reach the target. Thus there is an upper limit on the flight path angle.
On the other hand, if it came in too steep, the vehicle would "undershoot" the target - it
would not have the control authority (lift) to loft itself enough and reach the target while
simultaneously meeting its terminal conditions. Thus there is also a lower bound on the
flight path angle. Both these cases are shown in Figure 8-1.
Now assume that the flight path angle is fixed, and the initial speed is allowed to vary.
If the vehicle were starting at a very low speed, it would not have the energy to reach the
target with the required terminal speed. Thus there is a lower bound on the initial speed.
If the vehicle were traveling very fast, it might not be able to lose enough speed before
reaching its target, and would thus overshoot the terminal speed requirement. Thus there is
an upper bound on the initial speed. Furthermore, the G-loading and Stagnation point heat
rate constraints could constrain this maximum speed even more. But ignoring these path
constraints for now, we see in Figure 8-2 that the terminal conditions alone are enough to
bound the minimum and maximum speed for a fixed initial flight path angle.
Since we now know that for every fixed initial flight path angle there is a minimum
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and maximum initial speed, and there is a minimum allowed initial flight path angle and
maximum allowed initial flight path angle, we can trace out the "reverse footprint" of the
vehicle for fixed terminal conditions. We allow the flight path angle -"i to vary from the
minimum to the maximum, and for every -y we find the maximum and minimum initial
speeds. Taken together, these maxima and minima give us the reverse footprint. This is
seen in Figure 8-3, for a target whose location is fixed at 350 km downrange from piercepoint
(where the vehicle is initially at 100 km altitude).
In Figure 8-3, we see that we get a certain reverse footprint (outlined in green) when
we ignore the stagnation point heating and the G-load constraints. When we add in the
stagnation point heat rate limit, we see that the high initial speeds are no longer feasible -
and we know this to be physically true, since fast trajectories encounter much greater heat
rates than slow ones. Then when we add the G-load constraint, we see that some of the fast
and shallow trajectories get cut. This is because if the vehicle started by traveling fast and
shallow, it would have to execute a very high-g turn to be able to reach its target. When
a G-load constraint is imposed, these high-g turns become infeasible, and thus these initial
conditions no longer lie within the reverse footprint.
The reverse footprint presented in Figure 8-3 is the footprint for a target located 350 km
downrange. However, if this target were farther out, the footprint would change. Specifically,
some of the shallower is would be feasible, while some of the steep 7s would not be feasible.
Also, some of the faster trajectories would become feasible and some of the slower ones would
no longer be feasible. But the same process as described in the previous paragraph can be
repeated for different target downrange distances, and the reverse footprint calculated in the
same way. If all these 2-dimensional reverse footprints were "stacked up", we would get a
3-dimensional "reverse footprint", with downrange distance to target as the third dimension.
When this is done, we get Figure 8-4.
Note that varying the downrange distance to the target is exactly the same as fixing the
target and then changing the initial downrange, because the atmospheric model being used
is independent of the downrange position. Thus Figure 8-4 is essentially a 3-dimensional
slice of the complete 6-dimensional subspace of feasible initial conditions, with downrange,
speed and flight path angle allowed to vary and altitude, crossrange and heading angle kept
fixed.
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In Figure 8-5, we look at the 3-dimensional reverse footprint down the initial speed axis.
We see that for any given downrange distance, there is a wide range of initial speeds from
which the target can be reached - either with a fast, steep trajectory or a slow, shallow
trajectory. If flight time to target is desired to be short, a fast trajectory could be chosen.
If heat rate or G-loading is to be minimized (to avoid encountering plasma, for instance)
a slower trajectory could be chosen. If the objective were to ensure that the target can be
reached with a wide margin for initial deployment error, an initial condition that is in the
middle of the reverse footprint could be chosen. As discussed before, what we see here is
that an optimal control problem has many solutions, and different objectives give different
solutions.
Target Downrange Distance 350 km
Downrange (km)
Figure 8-1: The minimum and maximum initial flight path angles for a fixed initial speed
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Target Downrange Distance 350 km
Downrange (krn)
Figure 8-2: The minimum and maximum initial speeds for a fixed initial flight path angle
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Figure 8-3: The reverse footprint for a target located 350 km downrange
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Chapter 9
Refinements
Until now, we have used a very simplified model for calculating trajectories. We have assumed
that the curvature of the Earth can be ignored, and we have assumed that the aerodynamics
of the vehicle can be approximated using an analytical function. In reality, the curvature
of the Earth is non-zero, and the Earth and the atmosphere rotate with respect to inertial
space. Furthermore, the analytical functions chosen are approximations and have errors in
them - while they capture the most important non-linear behavior at hypersonic speeds,
they are not exact. In this chapter we look at improvements that can be made to the models
and their impact on the final trajectory.
9.1 Spherical Earth
All the results we have seen were for the flat Earth model presented in Equations 3.4.
However, as we have seen, the downrange distance traveled in some of the cases is very
large - over 2000 km. The longer the downrange distance traveled, the more important the
curvature of the Earth. In fact, it can quickly be shown that for a 2000 km downrange
distance, the surface of the Earth drops below the tangent plane by more than 292 km.
Thus the curvature of the Earth is important in these cases.
Figure 9-1 shows the transition from a flat Earth model to a spherical Earth model. The
flat Earth model is the same as the spherical Earth model, if we let the radius of the Earth
Re - oc. As the radius is decreased from a very large value to the actual radius of the
Earth, the trajectories change. In Figure 9-1, we see the maximum downrange trajectories
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for the Submunitions case with initial conditions Vi = 24000 ft/s, -i = -10 deg. As the
radius of the Earth is reduced from a very large value (the flat Earth case) to the actual
radius 6378.1 kin, the maximum downrange distance gets longer, until finally we see that
the maximum downrange for the spherical Earth model is 1000 km longer than for the flat
Earth model. This downrange extension occurs since the surface is essentially "falling away"
from under the vehicle as it travels downrange - enabling it to use less lift (and therefore see
less drag) to stay aloft. Thus more of the energy available can be used to travel downrange,
instead of simply trying to stay aloft.
Repeating the entire footprint computation for the spherical Earth model, we see in
Figure 9-2 that the footprint now looks very different. We again have the same three regions
as before - no-skip, single-skip and double-skip. The no-skip and single-skip regions look
similar to the ones in the flat Earth case, but go somewhat farther downrange. However,
the double-skip region is now much bigger than in the flat Earth case. As we saw in Figure
9-1, this is because the curvature of the Earth helps the vehicle extend its range, and this
effect is greater as the downrange distances become longer and comparable to the radius of
the Earth.
Notice that if the initial speed were E = 7.9 km/s and -i = 0 deg, the flat Earth model
would give a finite downrange distance, while the spherical Earth model would correctly give
a downrange distance of infinity, since the vehicle will be in orbit at that velocity. Thus
as the downrange distances considered become greater, the curvature of the Earth cannot
be ignored - hence the large difference between the flat Earth footprint and spherical Earth
footprint in Figure 9-2. Clearly, the spherical Earth footprint is more physically correct than
the flat Earth footprint.
Figure 9-3 shows the footprint for the Earth penetrator case with the spherical Earth
model. Compared to the flat Earth model footprint, the spherical Earth model footprint
travels farther downrange for the same reasons as given before. Also for the same reasons,
the minimum uprange also moves farther downrange - thus the entire footprint shifts down-
range. The difference is about 40 km, much smaller than for the submunitions case. Since
the downranges are much shorter, and curvature of the Earth is a less important factor.
Nonetheless, this difference cannot be ignored and makes a noticeable difference in footprint
shape and location. The flat Earth model was used because it is a simpler model and hence
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takes less computational time to converge to a solution. Furthermore, the solution to the
flat Earth model can be used as an initial guess with which to initialize the solution to the
full spherical Earth model. Also, the general behavior of the trajectories is captured very
well in the flat Earth model. But to be more physically realistic, all cases considered for the
rest of this work use a spherical Earth model.
Finally, Figure 9-4 shows that because of the vehicle's skipping ability, the submunitions
footprint covers very large regions of the world. Thus the vehicle has very long ranges and
can maneuver over significant distances.
With the trajectories now traveling over 3500 km downrange, the flight times are also
long. The maximum downrange trajectory has a total duration of 719 seconds, which is more
than 10 minutes. During this time interval, the Earth will have rotated almost 3 degrees,
which corresponds to a displacement of 333 km at the surface of the Earth. Until now, none
of the models have accounted for a rotating Earth, but clearly the rotation is an important
effect, at least for the long trajectories. Therefore, the next step in refining the model will
be to add in the rotation of the Earth.
Flat Earth vs. Spherical Earth
V
Downrange (km)
Figure 9-1: The transition from a flat Earth to a spherical Earth, as the modeled radius of
curvature is increased
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Figure 9-2: The footprint for the submunitions case with a spherical Earth model
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Figure 9-3: The footprint for the Earth penetrator case with a spherical Earth model
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The re-entry vehicle can cover large parts of the world because of its skipping
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9.2 Rotating Earth
As described at the end of the previous section, some of the trajectories (especially the
downrange trajectories in the submunitions case) travel very long downrange distances and
have flight times that are longer than 10 minutes. For such long-duration trajectories,
accounting for the rotation of the Earth is important.
If the Earth were fixed in inertial space, and using an exponential atmosphere, a flight
East would be exactly the same as a flight west. However, the Earth does rotate from West to
East, and the atmosphere rotates with it. Thus a vehicle flying West would be flying against
the motion of the atmosphere - essentially running into a "head-wind" relative to the inertial
frame. This would cause the vehicle to lose downrange when flying West. Note that in the
absence of the atmosphere, a West-flying trajectory would actually gain downrange. But in
this case the aerodynamic forces dominate the dynamics of the vehicle, and so the effect of
the moving atmosphere is more important.
Figure 9-5 shows two trajectories - one is the maximum crossrange trajectory in the
Westwards direction, and another is the maximum crossrange trajectory in the Eastwards
direction. The vehicle begins at 0 deg latitude and 0 deg longitude and heading North.
The maximum crossrange in the Westwards direction is about 54 km shorter than in the
Eastwards direction. The Westwards trajectory also travels about 30 km less downrange.
This is because of the effect of the atmosphere discussed above. However, as trajectory flight
times become short, the rotation of the Earth is less significant.
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Vi = 24000 ftVs, yi -
1 0 dog
Vf = 1300 ft, yf 0 dog
Crosrang (1 n)
Figure 9-5: When the rotation of the Earth and the atmosphere is accounted for, the vehicle's
Westwards and Eastwards trajectories are no longer the same
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9.3 Refined Vehicle Model
The aerodynamic model used for the vehicle has a big impact on the computed trajecto-
ries. Therefore, getting an accurate aerodynamic model is essential. Since aerodynamic data
(such as CN, Cx and Cp as functions of c and Mach number) are obtained experimentally
(or through CFD simulations), these models are usually in the form of 2-dimensional aero-
dynamic tables. The models presented in Equations 4.2 and used throughout this work are
analytical function fits to these tables. Such function fits make computation much easier.
They allow for calculation of partial derivatives and ensure that these partial derivatives are
continuous. Also, computation times are much faster when analytical functions are available
because these functions have better smoothness conditions. However, since they are fits,
they are essentially approximations. If the table data were used directly with interpolation
(cubic interpolation for ensure smoothness of derivatives), this fit error is greatly reduced
and the computed aerodynamic forces are slightly different than for the analytical fit. This
means that the trajectories computed when using table-lookup will be different from those
computed using the analytical fit.
The actual aerodynamic tables for this vehicle were obtained from Textron Systems Inc.
[23]. Using these tables, new trajectories were computed and compared with those calculated
using the analytical fit, and shown in Figure 9-6. In this case the target was fixed at 350 km
downrange, and the Earth penetrator trajectory from initial conditions 1, = 23000 ft/s and
17i = -13 deg was computed. Figure 9-6 shows that the trajectories are similar. In Figure
9-7, we see that the maximum downrange that can be achieved with the table-lookup is in
fact slightly greater than for the analytical fit.
The advantage in computing the analytical fit-based trajectory first is that the compu-
tation times are much faster. Since DIDO and pseudospectral methods in general require
an initial guess for the solution, using the analytical fit-based trajectory as an initial guess
greatly reduces the computation time required for the table-lookup trajectory, which other-
wise would be slow because it involves cubic interpolation between data points.
Next, we look at the difference between the table-lookup model and the analytical fit
models through another approach. We first calculate the controls using an analytical fit
model in DIDO, and then propagate these controls in the table-lookup model. Figure 9-8
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shows the results. The propagated trajectory deviates from the analytical fit-based trajec-
tory. The error in the downrange is about 10 km, but the propagated trajectory also ends at
an altitude of about 1 km. But even more important is the error in the terminal conditions,
specifically flight path angle as shown in Figure 9-9. The propagated trajectory reaches a
terminal flight path angle of only -65 deg, when the targeted flight path angle is -80 deg.
Thus the controls computed using the analytical fit-based model cannot simply be used with
the table-lookup model. New controls need to be computed. However, as discussed before,
these computations are made much faster if the analytical fit-based trajectories are used as a
starting point. Also, the analytical fit to the data can be improved using more sophisticated
methods. The analytical fit tends to be better in some parts of the table than in others,
so by using different functions in different regions of the table data instead of one single
function for the entire table the error can be reduced.
V = 23000 ft/s, i = -13 deg
v,= 3800 ft/s,f = -80 deg
Target Location 350 km Downrange
6)
0
Downrange (kmn)
Figure 9-6: The analytical fit-based trajectory and the table lookup-based trajectory
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Vi = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 deg
Vf= 3800 ft/s r = -80 deg
Downrange (km)
Figure 9-7: The analytical fit-based trajectory and the table lookup-based trajectory for the
maximum downrange
Vi = 23000 ft/s, i = -13 deg
V = 3800 ft/s, yf = -80 deg
Downrange (krn)
Figure 9-8: The trajectory using controls computed by DIDO propagated using table-lookup
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V = 23000 ft/s,i =-13 deg
vf= 3800fts, yf=-80 deg
Figure 9-9: The flight path angle history using controls computed by DIDO propagated using
table-lookup
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9.4 Reverse Footprints for Skip Trajectories
We had seen previously that it is possible to create a "reverse footprint" in speed and flight
path angle for a fixed target location and terminal conditions. This was done for the Earth
penetrator case with the flat Earth model when the trajectories had no skips. However, the
same analysis can be performed on the submunitions trajectories with the spherical Earth
model. Since these trajectories have skips, the analysis is somewhat more involved.
First, we pick a target location. In this case, we chose 3500 km downrange and 0 km
crossrange, since this point can be reached only by two skips as shown in Figure 9-2. The
terminal altitude, speed and flight path angle are the same as those used for all submunitions
trajectories (3 km, 1300 ft/s and 0 deg respectively). Doing so, we get the reverse footprint
shown below in Figure 9-10.
We see clearly that traveling 3500 km downrange requires a lot of initial energy - the
entire reverse footprint lies above 20000 ft/s, so any trajectory that starts at a lower initial
speed will not reach 3500 km downrange. Furthermore, the steeper the initial flight path
angle, the faster the minimum speed required, because the vehicle enters the atmosphere
sooner (and hence travels less distance during the ballistic portion of its trajectory) and thus
needs greater initial energy to reach the same downrange distance. While there is a region
between flight path angles -6 deg and 0 deg where a large range of initial speeds are feasible,
realistically it is very unlikely that the booster will be able to achieve such high speeds and
shallow flight path angles. In fact, the highest initial speed considered reasonable for the
Textron vehicle is 24000 ft/s at -10 deg flight path angle. From Figure 9-10, we see that this
point is very close to the lower edge of the reverse footprint. Thus if the vehicle were to be
deployed with even a slightly lower initial speed, it would be unable to reach its target.
This sensitivity to initial conditions is largely due to the skipping behavior of the tra-
jectories. If the vehicle were going too slow to be able to take a skip, it would immediately
lose much of its downrange capability. Thus it is important to quantify the conditions under
which the vehicle can skip, and how wide a margin is available. This analysis is done next.
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Figure 9-10: The reverse footprint for the Submunitions case
9.4.1 Skip Trajectory Robustness
Many of the trajectories presented in this work, particularly for the Submunitions mission,
rely on skipping behavior to travel thousands of kilometers downrange, and similarly large
distances crossrange. But the robustness of these trajectories needs to be investigated fur-
ther. For instance, if the vehicle were to encounter a slightly denser atmosphere than had
been planned for, the drag will be slightly greater, resulting in loss of more speed than ac-
counted for. If enough speed is lost, then the vehicle might lose the ability to skip and thus
immediately lose most of its long downrange capability. This has been partly addressed in
the discussion about reverse footprints, but the range of conditions at the skip point (defined
as when y = 0) that would still permit skipping needs to be computed - essentially a "reverse
footprint" at the skip point. If this range is very small, then the skip trajectories will not
be robust and might become infeasible in the presence of any disturbance. Therefore it is
important that the robustness of the skip trajectories be determined.
As mentioned in the discussion about reverse footprints, the full range of conditions at
the first skip that are required to reach this point would be defined in terms of ranges of
altitude, downrange, crossrange, speed and heading angle (since at a skip 7 = 0). Thus
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the full range of acceptable conditions at the first skip would be a 5-dimensional subspace.
However, to make the problem more tractable, we first look at only the in-plane case, thus
setting crossrange and heading angle to 0. We now have only a 3-dimensional subspace
in altitude, downrange and speed. We simplify the problem further by requiring that the
skip take place at a certain fixed downrange distance. Thus we now have a 2-dimensional
subspace in altitude and speed that determines the range of conditions (given the restrictions
imposed on the downrange, heading angle and crossrange).
However, the entire range of altitude and speed is not accessible from the initial conditions
at piercepoint. In fact, given the initial conditions, as well as a fixed downrange distance at
which the first skip must occur (defined by -T = 0 deg), there is a feasible region - analogous
to the "forward footprint" discussed before - in altitude, speed, crossrange and heading angle.
Since we are setting crossrange and heading angle to 0, this feasible region is also a subspace
in 2-dimensional space (consisting of speed and altitude).
Thus with the given initial conditions, we have a "forward footprint" (in altitude and
speed) at the first skip. Similarly, given the terminal conditions, we have a "reverse footprint"
(also in altitude and speed) at the first skip. For the vehicle to satisfy both the initial and
terminal conditions, it must lie on both the "forward footprint" as well as the "reverse
footprint".
These two footprints are shown in Figure 9-11. The vehicle starts at Vi = 24000 ft/s and
7i = -10 deg, and the first skip is fixed to be at a downrange distance of 390 km. Thus the
forward footprint (in blue) shows all the speeds and altitudes the vehicle can achieve with
"terminal conditions" being downrange of 390 km and flight path angle y = 0 deg. Also
shown (in red) is the reverse footprint for terminal conditions Vf = 1300 ft/s, /f = 0 deg
at downrange 3500 km, with "initial conditions"' being a downrange distance of 390 km and
y = 0 deg. The region where these two footprints intersect is the region from which reaching
a target 3500 km downrange is feasible.
Another way to interpret these footprints is to look at the forward footprint (blue) and see
that the vehicle could be anywhere inside that footprint (with the given initial conditions).
However, it must be in the small region where the forward footprint intersects with the
reverse footprint to be able to reach 3500 km downrange. Clearly, this region is small.
Any disturbance that pushes the vehicle out of this region will put the 3500 km downrange
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target out of reach. Such analysis of the robustness of the skip trajectories provides valuable
insight for designing a guidance system that would allow the vehicle to achieve the terminal
conditions and reach its target.
Vi = 23000 ft/s, = -13 dog
Vf= 1300 st/, yf = 0 dog
Speed (ts) x10'
Figure 9-11: The forward footprint at the first skip from the initial conditions, the reverse
footprint at the first skip from the terminal conditions, and the feasible region for the first
skip (the intersection between the two footprints)
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Chapter 10
Vehicle Properties
Until now, we have assumed a certain vehicle configuration - the aerodynamic properties,
the mass and the inertia have all been held constant. However, as we vary each of these
parameters, the dynamics of the vehicle change. Two of the parameters that we will look at
are the mass and the aerodynamics. First we will look at the effect of reducing the mass of the
vehicle, while keeping the aerodynamic characteristics the same - which closely approximates
what would happen if the mass of the vehicle were to be reduced while retaining its external
shape. and we will see that the reduced-mass vehicle can travel much smaller distances.
Next we will increase the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) and see that this makes the vehicle much
more maneuverable.
10.1 Effect of Varying Mass
We look at the case where the vehicle's mass is reduced from 1100 lbs to 200 lbs. We
retain the same vehicle aerodynamics as shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. This implies that
although the mass of the vehicle has changed, its shape is still the same. Since the tables are
non-dimensionalized, this can be viewed as a scaled reduction in size of the vehicle. Clearly
this is a simplification, because in general changing the size of the vehicle could change the
aerodynamics. Furthermore, the G-loading and stagnation point heat rate limits are still the
same. In reality as the mass is decreased, it is more likely that these limits become tighter
because lower mass implies a smaller heat shield and a lighter structure. However, in this
section we focus only on the effect of changing the mass and keep all other parameters the
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same.
Since the vehicle is much lighter, but the aerodynamic forces are the same, the acceler-
ation caused by these forces will be much greater. Since the vehicle can only decelerate (it
has no thrust) this means that the lighter vehicle will slow down much faster and thus will
not be able to travel as far as a heavy vehicle. This is shown most clearly in Figure 10-1,
where the maximum downrange for the submunitions case is 3000 km shorter for the 200 lbs
vehicle. Clearly, the vehicle can no longer skip because it loses most of its initial speed in
the very first entry into the atmosphere.
Next we look at the Earth penetrator case, which is more demanding than the submuni-
tions case because of the high terminal speed. It turns out that the 200 lbs vehicle loses so
much speed immediately upon re-entry that the vehicle cannot meet the 3800 ft/s terminal
speed constraint. In fact, the minimum mass which the vehicle needs to meet this constraint
(with initial conditions V = 23000 ft/s, yi - -13 deg) can be computed using the same
optimization techniques as used before, but with the mass being the cost function. This
shows us that the minimum mass required is 550 lbs. Again in this case as well, we see that
the vehicle loses significant downrange because of its reduced mass.
Next, we look at the more realistic case where a 200 lbs vehicle is released from its boost
vehicle with initial conditions V = 16000 ft/s and ?iy = -37.2 deg. Since the initial speed
is even lower, the 200 lbs vehicle is no longer feasible even for the submunitions mission
- therefore we first compute the minimum mass required for this vehicle, and from Figure
10-4 we see that the minimum mass is 276.8 lbs. We raise the mass to be 322 lbs (above
the minimum mass) and then compute the forward footprint of the vehicle from the given
initial conditions. As seen in Figure 10-3, the vehicle can travel less than 145 km downrange
and 15 km crossrange. The lower initial energy, together with a lower initial mass, together
greatly reduce the footprint when compared to a heavier vehicle.
In some cases, the boost vehicle might not be able to launch a vehicle that is heavier
than 200 lbs, and might not have the capability to reach speeds faster than 16000 ft/s. In
these cases, in order to be able to cover a larger area with the re-entry vehicle's footprint,
we would need to enhance some other property of the vehicle. In the next section, we will
see how increasing the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) enables us to do that.
Another thing to note is that reducing the mass reduces the distance traveled. This is the
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opposite of powered vehicles. For powered vehicles, lower mass means greater acceleration
for a given expenditure of energy. However, since there is no expenditure of energy and
there is only deceleration, lower mass means greater deceleration and hence shorter distance
traveled.
V = 24000 ft/s, y= -10 deg
V = 1300 ft/s, ,=f 0 deg
Downrange (kn)
Figure 10-1: Loss in downrange distance when the mass of the vehicle is reduced
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V = 23000 ft/s, yi = -13 deg
v,= 3800 ft/s, if= -80 deg
Downrange (kin)
Figure 10-2: The minimum mass required to satisfy the Earth penetrator mission with given
initial conditions
V = 16000 ft/s, 1 = -37.2 deg, h = 400 kft
V,= 1300 ft/s, yf = 0 deg, = 1 Okft
-1
30 135
Downrange (kn) 145
Figure 10-3: The landing footprint for a 322 lbs vehicle with given initial conditions
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Vi = 16000 ft/s, y = -37.2 deg
V,= 1300 ftVyf=0deg
Downrange (km)
Figure 10-4: The minimum mass required to achieve the submunitions mission with the given
initial conditions
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10.2 Effect of Varying Lift-to-Drag Ratio
For vehicles traveling through the atmosphere, the lift-to-drag ratio is a key parameter. Even
in powered flight (for aircraft, for instance) L/D determines some very key performance
measures, such as range. As we will see in this section, this is true for re-entry vehicles as
well. Greater L/D means that the vehicle can apply more lift (and hence maneuver) while
facing less drag (and hence losing less energy during those maneuvers).
For the vehicle being considered, L/D is a variable quantity that depends on the angle
of attack and Mach number. Therefore, a useful way of summarizing the L/D is to look at
the maximum L/D, (L/D)mx. For the vehicle considered until now, (L/D)max 1.
We now increase (L/D),,,a such that (L/D)max a 2. We do this by increasing the normal
lift coefficient CN by a factor of two (for the small a being used here, a < 10 deg, we have
CN /CL). We then compute the footprint for the same initial conditions as used in Figure
10-3. This footprint is shown in Figure 10-5.
Comparing the two footprints in Figures 10-3 and 10-5, we see that the footprint for
the (L/D),nax 2 vehicle is much bigger than for the (L/D),ma " 1 vehicle. In fact, even
with a low mass of 200 lbs, we get as much as 1600 km maximum downrange distance.
Similarly, we get about 1000 km crossrange. The footprint also has two regions - a "one
skip" region and a "two skip region". From Figure 10-6, we see that vehicle achieves both
maximum downrange and maximum crossrange by skipping twice. This is in contrast to the
(L/D)ax 1 vehicle, which could travel barely 150 km downrange and could not skip at
all. This correlation between the maximum L/D and footprint size is also observed by Vinh
[9], despite making an equilibrium glide assumption. Thus it is accurate to say that high
LID translates into better vehicle performance.
Even more impressive is the maximum-out-of-plane angle that this vehicle can achieve.
The vehicle can travel as far as 145 deg out-of-plane. The vehicle actually ends up 100
km behind piercepoint, and does this by taking a backwards skip after re-entering the at-
mosphere. It achieves this by simultaneously turning and skipping. This is shown in Figure
10-7. The vehicle also stays under its G-load and stagnation point heat rate limits. While
it is important to keep in mind that if an actual 200 lbs vehicle were to be built the heat
rate and G-load limits would most likely be much tighter, the relatively slow initial speed
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ensures that the heat rate and G-loading stay small. Thus by having a high-L/D vehicle and
starting at relatively slow speeds, the maneuvering capability can be significantly enhanced.
This would be important in the cases where evasion maneuvers are necessary.
Also note in Figure 10-8 that the changing the mass of the vehicle does not effect the
maximum downrange trajectories much when (L/D)max a 2. This is because the minimum
mass required to achieve the submunitions mission when (L/D)max 2 is much lower than
200 lbs. As the mass is reduced to be closer to the minimum, the trajectories begin to change
the footprint begins to rapidly shrink, as we saw in the previous (L/D)max e 1 case.
V = 16000 ft/s, Y = -37.2 dog
V,= 1300 ft/s, y = 0 deg
Vehicle mass 200 Ibs
1uuU
800
600
400
E 200
C 0
-200
-400
-600
-800
-1000
*.. . . . .
:
Oon
eeki
.. . ......... 
,.
-500 0 500 1000 1500
Downrmae (kn)
Figure 10-5: The footprint for the vehicle with (LID)max 2
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1500 
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Figure 10-6: The maximum downrange and crossrange trajectories with (L/D)max , 2
Vi = 16000 /s, yi a -37.2 dog
V,=38 ft, = 0 dog
Vehicle Mass 200 bs
200
Downrmg (km)
Figure 10-7: The maximum out-of-plane angle trajectories, as well as the one-skip and two-
skip trajectories with (L/D) ,ax M 2
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Vi = 16000 fts, y = -37.2 deg
v = 1300 fts, y = 0 dog
00
Figure 10-8: The maximum downrange trajectories for (LID)max e- 2 for varying masses
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10.3 Effect of Varying Response Time
Another important parameter that affects the performance of the vehicle is the control
system response time. The response time is the time it takes for a control command to be
translated into a change in the actual state of the vehicle. For instance, the angle of attack
a is a physical quantity that is part of the state of the vehicle. However, the vehicle does not
have the ability to change the angle of attack instantaneously, because this would require
the vehicle to be able to achieve arbitrarily high angular speeds. In reality, this time-delay
between issuing a commanded angle of attack ac, and the actual a achieving that value is
finite.
As we have seen previously (Equations 3.1), the delay is modeled as a quadratic delay
with parameters w and ( which are described in Equations (4.5). For a second-order system,
the time-delay between input and output can be written as the rise time, given as
Tr 7 - tan I ()T =
Thus the time delay can be increased either by increasing the damping ( or by decreasing
the frequency w. In Equation (4.5), we see that increasing the inertia decreases the frequency,
which in turn increases the rise time. This physically makes sense because bodies with more
inertia respond slower to torque inputs, and the vehicle ultimately uses reaction-control
thrusters to change its angle of attack. Therefore, in order to increase the response time,
we increase the inertia, or increase the damping, or both. In the plots to follow, we increase
both the inertia as well as the damping.
In Figure 10-9, we see that the maximum downrange trajectory is shorter and the min-
imum uprange trajectory is longer - in both cases, a loss in performance. However, what
is most surprising is the fact the loss is only about 5 km in the minimum uprange case,
and much smaller in the maximum downrange case. The reasons for this can be seen in
Figure 10-10, which shows the actual angle of attack and the commanded angle of attack
for the maximum downrange. Two cases are shown - one with the nominal damping and
inertia, and another with 10 times the damping and 10 times the inertia. The high-inertia
and high-damping case shows that there is a very noticeable delay between the commanded
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ac and the actual a. However, what is important is that the actual a still follows almost
exactly the same profile as the actual a in the nominal inertia case. Thus the solver chooses
the controls ac in the high-inertia and high-damping case such that the actual a is still the
same as in the nominal case. The solver is able to accomplish this because the model is
deterministic - i.e. by knowing the model, the solver can predict exactly what the actual a
needs to be to achieve maximum downrange, and also knows exactly what ac command it
needs to issue in order to achieve this a. Thus having a longer response time only changes
the ac needed to achieve the optimal a.
If the model were not deterministic and the future a and other states could not be
predicted exactly, the higher inertia would greatly reduce the vehicle's ability to compensate
for errors during flight, and would therefore adversely affect its performance. Furthermore,
even with the deterministic model, there is a maximum inertia that the vehicle can have. If
the vehicle had infinite inertia, for instance, the controls would have no effect on the state
of the vehicle - the vehicle would not be able to maneuver to reach its terminal conditions
and the problem would clearly be infeasible. Thus there is a finite maximum inertia beyond
which the boundary conditions can no longer be reached. Inertias of up to 50 times the
nominal were tried, and the even at these unrealistically high inertias, the problem was still
feasible. Even higher inertias were not explored because they are completely unrealistic.
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Vi = 23000 ft/s, y = -13 deg
V = 3800ft/s, = -80deg
0 50 100 150 200 250
Downrange (kim)
300 350 400 450
Figure 10-9: The variations in maximum downrange and minimum uprange due to longer
response time
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Figure 10-10: The variations in angle of attack due to longer response time
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have presented a method for computing optimal trajectories for a re-entry
vehicle with non-linear dynamics. The vehicle was modeled as a 3-DOF system with a
quadratic lag between the commanded control and the actual control (thus making the
system effectively 4-DOF). The aerodynamics forces on the vehicle were modeled as non-
linear functions of the angle-of-attack and the speed. The models were chosen to capture
important transonic behavior, such as the large shift in the location of the center of pressure,
and the large increase in drag, in the vicinity of Mach 1. With these models, the vehicle
was shown to be capable of satisfying two different types of missions, the Earth penetrator
mission and the Submunitions deployment mission. The vehicle's capability to re-target to
a different location upon receiving an in-flight target update was characterized in the form
of a "landing footprint". The effect of various constraints, such as the stagnation point heat
rate, the maximum G-loading, and the terminal conditions (flight path angle, heading angle)
was investigated. The effect of initial conditions on the vehicle's landing footprint was also
investigated. Then, the vehicle's ability to reach a target from various initial (deployment)
conditions was characterized in the form of a "reverse footprint". The trajectories that the
vehicle follows to reach extremal points such as the maximum downrange and maximum
out-of-plane angle were closely analyzed, and it was seen that in the Submunitions mission,
the vehicle is capable of skipping to travel as far as 3500 km downrange. The robustness
of these skip trajectories was analyzed, and the conditions under which a skip could be
"missed" were quantified. The effect of various vehicle parameters, specifically the mass, the
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maximum L/D and the response time was also studied.
11.1 High-Fidelity Modeling
All the trajectories designed here are based on standard models for the atmosphere (expo-
nential atmosphere), gravity (central-body force) and vehicle aerodynamics. However, each
one of these models has some error in it. For instance, the atmospheric density in reality
is not exponential, and has variations on a seasonal and even daily basis. Models such as
GRAM-99 account for these variations. Using such models is entirely possible within the
framework discussed here, but was not done because of limits on computational capability.
Although GRAM-99 models exist ready for use, including them in the solution would drive
up computation times while adding little to the mission planning. Also, the gravitational
field of the Earth is actually not purely spherical, but has J2 and other higher-order terms.
These have to be accounted for in order to make the model more accurate.
Although a simple model was used for the aerodynamic forces as functions of angle of
attack and speed, the reality is that the aerodynamic forces will deviate from this model.
For instance, if the vehicle were rolling, the flow around the vehicle would induce a lift force
in the lateral direction (in the same way that flow around a rotating cylinder induces lift).
Such interactions between the air flow and the motion of the vehicle are not accounted for
in the models used here, but could be included in a more high-fidelity model.
11.2 6-DOF Model
All the models studied in this work have been either 3-DOF or 4-DOF, and essentially use
the angle of attack and the lift direction vector as controls. The models are made more
realistic by adding the quadratic lag between the commanded control and the actual control.
However, there are still some details that are not accounted for and which can be in a full
6-DOF model that includes the attitude dynamics of the vehicle.
One example is in the angle of attack limit. Since the vehicle is statically stable, it will
tend to come back to zero angle of attack when perturbed. To hold the angle of attack at a
non-zero value, a continuous torque would have to be applied by the reaction control system
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to counter the restoring moment. The greater the angle of attack, the greater this restoring
moment and the more control torque required. Thus the maximum control torque available
would act as an upper bound on the angle-of-attack achieved. However, since the restoring
moment is an aerodynamic moment, it is also proportional to the speed and atmospheric
density. The maximum control torque, on the other hand, is likely to be constant. Thus the
maximum angle of attack would be smaller at high speeds and high densities, and higher
at low speeds and low densities. In all models used here, the maximum angle-of-attack has
been simply bounded to be 10 deg. But this is in fact not true - at low speeds higher angles-
of-attack could be achieved. Modeling the full attitude dynamics of the system with the
control torques as the controls would account for such details and improve the fidelity of the
mission planner.
Thus while the basic behavior of the trajectories might not change significantly, a 6-DOF
model would give insights into the relation between the control system on the actual vehicle
(the reaction control system), the attitude dynamics, and the overall trajectory design.
11.3 Error Analysis
Even if the fidelity of the models used is greatly improved, there will still be sources of noise
that cause errors in the computed trajectory. The sources of noise are primarily from the
environment, the navigation system, and the control system.
Noise in the environment arises from the fact that the atmosphere is very complex and
varies constantly. Although models such as GRAM-99 are very accurate, they cannot exactly
predict conditions on a particular day and time. Some of these conditions are phenomena
like local winds which cannot be modeled easily. All these factors contribute to some error
between the anticipated atmospheric conditions and the actual atmospheric conditions, even
if a reasonably high-fidelity model is used. Such effects would have to be accounted for by
allowing for stochastic terms in the models used.
Noise in the navigation essentially means that the vehicle thinks it is in a certain state
(the navigated state) when in fact the actual state could be slightly different. Since the
control commands can be issued on the basis of the navigated state, it is important to
account for noise in the navigated state. Noise in the control system corresponds to the fact
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that the actual control achieved might not be exactly the same as the commanded control,
due to noise within the control system itself. Note that the noise in the navigated state
and the control system is not expected to be significant for a well-designed vehicle, it is an
additional factor that must be considered.
This would particularly be true because as the vehicle re-enters the atmosphere at high
speeds, the air around it turns into plasma and prevents the vehicle from receiving GPS
signals. During this plasma blackout time, the vehicle must rely entirely on its on-board
inertial navigation system, which has significantly more noise and error than the GPS-based
navigation. Thus the effect of noise in the navigation must be considered. Another approach
would be to design trajectories that minimize the time spent in plasma blackout, or if
possible, design trajectories that have no GPS plasma blackout at all.
The effect of adding noise (either to the environment or to the navigation and control
systems) would be to effectively reduce the footprint. For instance, the maximum downrange
trajectories computed in the noiseless case would realistically no longer be feasible since the
vehicle has to spend some energy in compensating for the errors in its trajectory. Since we
would have an expectation of how much noise there is, we would have an expectation of
how much effort needs to be spent in compensating - and we would have an expectation
how much downrange would be lost. This expected maximum downrange would then have
a confidence interval around it - downranges that are longer than the maximum downrange
will have a low confidence level, while shorter downranges would have a higher confidence
level. Extending the same idea to minimum uprange and maximum out-of-plane angle, we
see that the the 99% confidence level footprint, for instance, would be smaller than the 90%
confidence level footprint. Such footprint analysis in the presence of noise would also tell us
about the robustness of the trajectories chosen. Therefore the uncertainity analysis would
be essential to understanding the system better.
11.4 Guidance
Closely related to the issue of sensitivity to noise is the question of guidance. While the
trajectories presented here are optimal reference trajectories, addition of noise makes it
essential to have a guidance law. Several guidance schemes already exist in the literature
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([11], [19], [10]). The guidance law used would have to ensure that the critical terminal
conditions are met, and would most likely have to interface with a 6-DOF model since
some conditions (such as the zero terminal angle-of-attack condition) involve the attitude
dynamics.
The issue of dealing with moving targets has been addressed through the concept of a
landing footprint - as long as the moving target remains within the footprint, the vehicle will
be capable of reaching it. However, it is the guidance scheme that would have to ensure that
the vehicle can actually hit that moving target. Some guidance laws exist in the literature to
deal with moving targets (e.g. [10]), but an alternative would be to recompute the optimal
trajectory to the target in real-time as new target information is obtained. Note that this
would require the optimization software to run in real-time and generate very accurate
solutions.
Other factors to consider would be the sensitivity of the vehicle's guidance law to a
longer control system response time. It was seen in the previous chapter that having a
longer response time without noise meant that the control response could be predicted and
the control commands planned ahead of time to account for this. In the presence of noise,
this is no longer possible. The longer the response time becomes, the harder it is for the
guidance system to remove noise disturbances. Thus the sensitivity to the response time
will be much greater. But as discussed in the previous section, the methods presented here
can be used to determine a nominal footprint and a confidence interval about that nominal
footprint - and the sensitivity of that footprint and confidence interval to control system
delays can be analyzed using the tools and ideas presented here.
The guidance law should also be capable of tracking skip trajectories, which can be
sensitive to disturbances. This sensitivity, and a method to quantify the sensitivity, was
discussed in the Skip Trajectory Robustness section.
Thus the work presented here provides a tool for trajectory design and a strong starting
point from which to begin addressing the problem of trajectory optimization for maneuver-
able re-entry vehicles in greater detail.
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